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ABSTRACT

The changes in economic, social and political conditions affect the urban life

continuously. Because of changing urban dynamics, planners have had to

reevaluate their professional approach. After the First World War, the concept of

urban renewal was first considered by planners agenda. But, the aims,

organization and management models have changed by the time. Today the parts

of the cities, both in developed and developing countries have to faced the

renewal process as a result of spatial organizations. Therefore, urban renewal has

become one of the most important problems of the local authorities and planners.

The aim of the thesis is to search the dynamics of urban renewal project as a tool

for creating urban renewal policies, locality and public participation principles. In

order to do that, beside a detailed focus on Uzundere (Izmir) Urban Renewal

Project, urban renewal examples from different countries and Turkey were

examined. The methodology used in the thesis research is composed of literature

and Internet surveys and interpretations based on past experiences.
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Urban Renewal Policies

Public Participation

Public-Private Partnerships

Organizations (Development Corporations)



oz

Ekonomik, sosyal ve politik degi~im sOreci kentlerdeki ya~aml sOrekli olarak

etkilemektedir. Degi~en kent dinamikleri ic;inde planlamamn da yeniden

degerlendirilmesi ve gozden gec;irilmesi ihtiyaci dogmu~tur. Kentsel yenileme

Birinci DOnya Sava~I'mn ardlndan kent planclslnln gOncesinde yer almaya

ba~laml~tlr. Fakat zaman ic;ersinde amac;lan, organizasyon ve yonetim modelleri

degi~ime ugraml~tlr. GOnOmOzde ise, geli~mi~ ve geli~mekte olan Olkelerin

bOyOyen kentJeri ic;inde kalan alanlar yeni mekansal daglhmlar sonucu bir

yenileme sOreci ile yOz yOze kalmaktadlr. Bu durum kentsel yenilemeyi yerel

yonetimlerin ve pianCiIann en onemli problemlerinden birisi haline getirmektedir.

Bu c;ah~mamn amacI kentsel yenileme projelerinin dinamiklerini ara~tlrmak ve

bunlann bize yenileme politikalan, yerellik ve halk katlhml ilkeleri geli~tirmek

adlna neler kazandlrabilecegini ara~tlrmaktadlr. Bunu gerc;ekle~tirebilmek ic;in

dOnyadan ve TOrkiye'den pek c;ok farkh yenileme projeleri incelenmi~tir. Tez

ara~tlrmaslnda kullamlan yontemin, Iiterator ve internet ara~tlrmalanndan ve

gec;mi~ deneyimlere temellendirilmi~ yorumlamalardan olu~tugunu soylemek

mOmkOndOr.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Kentsel Cevrelerde Degi~im ve DonO~OmSOrec;leri

Kentsel Yenileme Politikalan

Katlhm

Kamu-Ozel Sektor Ortakhgl

Organizasyonlar ( Geli~tirme Kurumlan )
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

Urban Renewal can be described briefly as; the plan, process and program

through which the environmental quality of large derelict areas, is upgraded

through rehabilitation, conservation and redevelopment, according to new layouts

incomprehensive plans prepared for the purpose.

In the course of time, especially since the industrial revolution that modern city

planning discipline appears, urban renewal models had been seen as an effective

toolfor solving urban decay problems.

Cities had experienced a rapid change process in the second half of the 19th

century. Because of the industrial revolution, cities had acquired new forms.

Especially in Britain, this transformation had been experienced very remarkably.

The need for the new arrangements and regulations had been appeared with the

new location of the industrial establishments and their facilities because of the

rapidindustrialization.

This new land use type - industrial plants - had needed a large amount of labor

force. At that period, the only possible work force group seemed to be the

traditional agricultural work force. At the beginning for attracting this mass target,

high salaries had been paid to them and for their accommodation. Dormitories,

housing blocks had been constructed next to these factories. But later on, the

competitive market, the need for maximization of the benefit and minimization of

the costs, had caused the decrease of the salaries of the workers, quality of their

livingenvironment and conditions, and also increase in the working hours.

By the reasons of the economic measures and increasing labor demand, the

density of the labor dormitories and tenement houses enlarged. And that surely

caused deep dilapidation and sanitary problems. After a while in the large

industrialized cities serious sanitary and infrastructure problems had been
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observed. As a result of these; comprehensive prevention measures had been

applied in Britain and a few years later same problems and solutions had started to

be observed in the other industrialized European countries.

In 1914, Henry Ford had found and applied a new production model in his factory.

In this model, he introduced his "five dollar, eight hour a day" as a payment for

workers manning the automated car assembly line he had established. And

according to most authors the symbolic initiation date of Fordism was 1914.

(Harvey, 1989b)

Beforethe World War II Fordism only developed in the United States. After the war

a lot of Fordist type of industries developed in Europe. By the solution of the proper

configuration and deployment problem of state powers in 1945, Fordism became a

characteristic regime of accumulation of modernism. (G6kbulut, 1995)

At the post war era, reevaluation and renovation of the American and European

cities came to the agenda, mainly because of the two important facts such as,

changing production type and the damages of the war.

1950swere the years that restoration, rehabilitation and the construction tools had

been used very effectively to recover the wounds of the damaged and dilapidated

cities and their parts. Urban renewal methods had been applied especially to the

city parts that were containing historical values and also the ones that could not

keep in step with the fordist mode of production. Until 1970s, urban renewal had

beenseen as a tool to redevelop the dilapidated urban parts by the slum clearance

instrument. In Europe many tenement houses, which were the bad heritages of the

industrial revolution, had been pulled down with the slum clearance programs. In

the USA, those slum clearance programs called "Negro removal" by the African

and Hispanic Americans.
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In the 1950s with the modernism movement, the roots of the modern urban

planning was settled down. In 1950s and 60s, mathematical models and

quantitative planning techniques were used efficiently in the urban planning field.

1950swere the years that urban planning discipline had primarily interested in the

issuesof improving the physical structures of the city, redevelopment, construction,

improving living standards, centralization, government investments and informing

thepublic about the plans and the investments.

At the fist half of the 1960s, the predominant focus of the urban planning discipline

had started to skip to the social issues from the physical ones. At the renewal

matters, rehabilitation had gained remarkable importance. Other issues were

improvement of the social services, planning power sharing and at the planning

levelgovernments had started to care public consultation. At the second half of the

1960s,the predominant focus of the urban planning had started to skip to the more

political issues. Decentralization was another new issue of this period. Public

decision making had become the sufficient planning matter. In addition, in 1960s

rationalplanning had become a wide spread-planning model.

In 1970s, a new urban renewal model, called soft urban renewal, applied in

Kreuzberg Germany to decrease the protests of the inhabitants. This new

approach was considering inhabitants and was preferring rehabilitation and

conservation tools instead of the slum clearance. Also more than physical aspects

were cared and tried to be developed.

By the mid-1960s and early 1970s the signs of the serious problems within

Fordism started to be seen. Those problems came from the rigidity of Fordism,

such as; Rigidity in labor markets, labor allocation and in labor contacts. The strike

waves occurred in 1968-72. Big labor, big capital and big government increasingly

appeared as dysfunctional. A severe crisis occurred in 1973, by the effect of

OPEC's decisions to raise oil prices, and the Arab decision to embargo oil exports

to the West in the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. This changed the relative cost of energy
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inputs and bankruptcy of many segments of economy occurred. The technical

bankruptcyof New York City, which has the one of the largest public budgets in the

world, was illustrative of the seriousness of the problem. At the same time

corporations found themselves in an unusable excess capacity. This forced them

into a period of rationalization, restructuring and intensification. The sharp

recession of 1973 stocked the capitalist World and the 1970s and 1980s have

consequently been troubled periods of economic restructuring and social political

readjustments.

Since 1973, the existing production systems of advanced countries came into a

restructuring period. A total reaction to modernism has occurred. Current

restructuring entails a transition from Fordist mode of economic organization

towardsa Post-Fordist mode of production characterized by flexible accumulation.

At the late 1970s and 1980s, operating structural, strategic and incremantalist

planning, urban projects and urban design projects which took their origins from

the post-positivist discourse had come to the agenda, instead of the rational

comprehensive planning which took its origin from the modernist discourse. At that

periodtopics such as market economy, political, physical and social aspects of the

citieswere considered as the primarily important issues. In the urban renewal field

conservation had been the most common application. Governments had started to

cutback the loans and subsidies and only small awards had been available. New

private sector based do it yourself models for investments had enhanced to be

popular.

By the changes in the late 1970s, cities started to change and as consequence of

the new urban problems, urban planning discipline and the role of the urban

plannersstarted to moderate. Moreover, the most important reasons of this urban

changewere;
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• Post-Modernism and its implications on the urban processes,

• Globalization and its impacts upon urban areas,

• The process of economic restructuring and its effects on urban context,

• Technological improvements.

Those radical changes caused cities and their parts whether to follow these

changesor became dilapidated. Especially the most sensitive urban parts were the

innercities, old fordist type production unit sites, and lower income group housing

zones.Those sites were reevaluated again in 1980s and revitalization processes

were set. Through the public and private partnership new urban projects had

started.

Large-scaleredevelopment had found necessary to accommodate major changes

inthe economic functions of cities. Recent expanding and evolving sectors such as

businessand financial services, retailing, tourism, and leisure, for example, have

differentproperty and locational requirements compared with traditional urban land

uses, which may not be easily accommodated through piecemeal development.

The "mega projects" in most US cities are sometimes considered to being

indicative of these new forms of development. They include major conference,

hotel, and exhibition centers, integrated offices complexes, high technology

business parks, fashionable shopping malls, and multi purpose leisure centers.

They have some examples of these in Britain in recent years, including the large

retailand leisure centers.

Marketeconomy and globalization have become the primary topics in 1980s and

1990s and entreprenual approaches have started to be observed in the city

management. Privatization and decentralization concepts were set stable primary

partsin the urban planning discipline.
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In recent years, urban regeneration have become a crucial concern in urban

planning and design studies that interested economic, cultural, technological and

physical point of view.

At the table below, periods, favorite urban renewal areas, and location of the

dwelling, industry and commercial land-uses are given;

LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION

PERIODS

FAVORITE URBAN RENEWALOFOFOF

ZONES

DWELLINGINDUSTRYCOMMERCE

1850-1938

Rebuilding, slum clearance andDowntownDowntownDowntown

industrial

rehabilitation of the industrial andand inner-and inner-and inner-city
revolution

industry related accommodationcitycity
period

units

1938-1960

Renewal of the demolished andDowntownDowntownDowntown

post-war

dilapidated sites of the warand inner-and inner-and inner-city
period

citycity

1914-1974

Decaying urban centers, andUrbanUrbanUrban fringes
modernist

industrial facilities that could notfringes andfringes,and suburbs

period

updated with new fordist productionsuburbssuburbs
mode

and 3rd

worldcountries1974-2000

Decaying urban centers, andDowntownDowntownDowntown

post-

industrial facilities and trade thatand inner-and inner-and inner-city
modernist

could not updated with new postcitycity
period

fordist production mode

Current changes in production systems, spatial organizations and planning

profession caused a new planning approach to become more effectively in use.

That is called Urban Renewal. Those changes in production systems, spatial

organizations, planning profession, also theory and practices of Urban Renewal

approaches in Turkey, mainly in Ankara and Izmir (Uzundere) will be examined
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below. This thesis examines the existing and past large scale urban renewal

approaches,policies and cases around the world.
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Chapter 2. CHANGING SPATIAL ORGANISATIONS

Along with the shifting in the production type from traditional to fordist, the

industrial cities had been transformed into the modern cities.

The Industrial City; was accepted as the product of a particular form of economic

organization that emerged in the 19th century based around factory production

and competitive capitalism. The limits of prevailing levels of production and of

distribution technology, modes of work organization and capital mobilization, and

contemporary values about social life and welfare have great importance on

formation of the industrial city. The industrial city also provided a range of

business and financial services for an economy organized on a regional basis, in

addition to providing a focus for work and consumption.

The Modern City; has emerged through rebuilding of the industrial city. In this

process, a strong role was assumed through the provision of public housing,

transport and welfare facilities, and regulation of the private sector by planning

controls. Mass production manufacturing moved to the suburbs while downtown

offices spouted new growth; automobile, trucks, and telephone took the place of

rail, water, and telegraph as the dominant modes of moving people, goods and

information. A new spatial division of Labor emerged between cities. This

situation was related to the functional division between production and

administration within national enterprises that superseded those previously

organized on a regional basis. At the same time there existed a close

relationship between the corporate hierarchy and the urban hierarchy.

The Post-Modern City; The widespread economic and political dislocation of the

late 1970s and the early 1980s has challenged the certainty of this modern city

and the urban system. These dynamics could cause the emergence of a Post

Modern City. The post-modern debate over urban system and city structure

includes;

8



• Wholesale displacement to Third World Countries of suburban mass

production industries followed by inner city re-industrialization based upon

the adoption of new flexible production technologies, just in time inventory

and delivery systems, and a new division of labor between large firms and

small firms;

• The growing importance of the city based functions of design and fashion in

highly segmented but global markets;

• The transformation of urban cultural and leisure activities from past times to

economic enterprises;

• The rediscovery of the quality of the built environment and a sense of place

and their incorporation into images which shape individual and corporate

investment and location decisions;

• The growing importance of the media and audio visual industries in creating

and marketing these images of place;

• The emerging role of information and communication technologies in

supporting processes of organizational restructuring associated with the

globalization of production and distribution;

• The commodification of information;

• The undermining of national urban hierarchies.

While these dynamics are operating world wide, the particular forms emerging

are being shaped by the historically specific circumstances of individual cities

set within the particular national economic and cultural context. Public policies

designed to assist the process of structural economic change and cope with any

socially undesirable side effects are beginning to address the threats and

opportunities arising from this highly fluid situation. (Kovancl, P. 1996)

By the changes in the late 1970s cities started to change. The most important

reasons of this urban change were;

• Post-Modernism and its implications on the urban processes,

• Globalisation and its impacts upon urban areas,

• The process of economic restructuring and its effects on urban context,

9
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THE PROCESS AND DYNAMICS EXPERIENCED IN THE GLOBAL SCENE

,
Modernism .•

..
, 1

;The process Of:I
Economic :

4

; Restructuring

Globalization; • , Technological ·.
. Improvements·

Post J..

.~. '.' -....., -'0 .•••.. ~

.,

, Changes in Aspects i
{

And Possibilities of
%.

Urban Problems

Changes in The Urban. !

Planni ng and the :

Role of Planner
'.

URBAN RENEWAL

Table 2.1. The Processes and Dynamics Behind Urban Renewal.
(Kovancl, P. 1996)
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2.1. Post-Modernism

Post-Modernism can be considered as the end of modern utopianism: the

rejection of totality and welfare capitalism. These rejections can be summarized

as;

• Whether in the large-scale solutions favored by comprehensive planning,

• Whether in the aesthetic of standardization favored by modern architecture,

• Whether in trends towards economic concentration,

''The modernists see space as something to be shaped for social purposes and

the post-modernists see, on the other hand, space as something independent

and autonomous, to be shaped according to aesthetic aims and principles".

(Harvey, D. 1989, p.44 London)

In other words; Post-Modernism signifies; a break with the idea that planning

and development should focus on large scale, technologically rational, austere

and functionally efficient international style design and that vernacular traditions

local history, and specialized spatial designs ranging from functions of intimacy

to grand spectacle should be approached with a much greater eclecticism of

style. (Healey, P. 1992, London)

The post-modernism has been fundamentally anticipated in the metropolitan

cultures of the last twenty years; among the electronic signifiers of cinema,

television and video; in recording studios and record players; in fashion and

youth styles; in all those sounds, images and diverse histories that are daily

mixed, recycled and scratched together and that is called The Contemporary

City.

"The post-modern city is a deliberate mutation engendered by a bureaucratic

state and corporate civil society. The seeds of post-modernism were planted by

the state sponsored urban renewal schemes of the 1960s and cities no longer

11



grow organically as a result of public-private corporations". (Dear, MJ. 1986,

p.367)

In post-modernism, the city as a whole can be considered as a "product of

capitalism". The post-modern city and its expressions on urban form are

basically to appropriate or restore designated meaning through processes of

social and spatial differentiation. According to these differentiations, major

themes in urban forms are "more diversity", "more emphasis" and "mixed land

uses".

2.2. Globalization

Globalization has emerged as an increasingly important phenomenon from

different social, economic, cultural and technological point of views. This

importancecomes from the various processes with the advance of technological

innovations, improvements in communications and transportation technologies,

internationalization of markets, transnationalisation of corporate competition.

The expansion of global communication networks and the increase in

international exchange have led to one important process, which is "the

disappearanceand collapse of the physical barriers between countries". Mobile

capital has overcome the borders of the nation-states. According to Harvey's

(1989) statements, this "movement of capital and people across the world" IS

calledas "time-space compression". (Kovanc/, P. 1996).

There are also some different ideas about the Globalization, as the process of

corporations moving their money, factories and products around the planet at

evermorerapid rates of speed in search of cheaper labor and raw materials and

governmentswilling to ignore or abandon consumer, labor and environmental

protection laws. As an ideology, it is largely unfettered by ethical or moral

considerations.
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With the high mobility of capital across the world, the local availability of material

resources, local differences in entrepreneurship, specific and technical know

how, social attitudes, strategies of ruling elite's have taken more important place

in investment decisions of the capital.

In this context, due to the importance of elimination of spatial barriers attributed

to different spaces, cities start to attract more capital and people through the

organization of spectacular urban spaces. "Differentiation within the various

places and competition in order to attract capital investment" become two

important processes in cities. As a natural result, a distinctive image for cities

takes a much more important place within the processes.

In fact, the major impacts on urban forms take their roots from these three

issues; "the internationalization of investment", "production" and "consumption".

For example, market driven patterns related with the standardization and

differentiation concepts can also be observed in urban spaces. (Zunkin, S. 1988,

p.431)

In order to attract investment, anew issue of "city marketing" has emerged by

which cities are able to improve their positions among other cities in a

competitive environment.

The formation of larger but loosely integrated associations also occurs on an

international scale. Large economic blocs, such as the North American, the

Japanese, and the European are emerging; subcontracting to firms in different

nations is spreading, as is international ownership of corporations; labor unions

are becoming international; and financial markets are becoming interdependent.

Political institutions are increasingly global as well. "Important agreements are

made not by individual nation-states but by bodies such as the International

Energy Commission, International Monetary Fund (IMF), NATO, European
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Community, or OPEC. And attention is shifting from the rights of citizens within a

given state to global human rights". (Bartos, J. 1996, p.307)

2.3. The Process Of Economic Restructuring

Economic restructuring refers to the economic changes and transformations

whose results can be shown both in economic and social life.

After 1970s, capitalism had experienced a number of significant changes. For

instance, the success of the boom in mid 1960s was accepted to be an obstacle

for further advance. Due to the improvements in transportation and

communication, a wider geographic market within the range of any industrial

plants was experienced. Expanding industrialization and economic development

of peripheral areas were the two important factors in the market spreading. In

addition, new sources of inputs and reduced level of differentiation in cost,

quality and availability of most of the input from one place to another had

emerged by the help of internalization of markets and production. This situation

creates the trends, which were experimented by firms to look for new and more

distant markets.

In the 1980s, the increased competition was experiences between cities for

mobile investment of many forms. As compared to cities have become more

autonomous and more dynamic. They started to have increasing performance in

transnational ways because of competence for mobile capital, employment,

institutions and events. Cities have begun to create a distinctive image for

themselves with the effects of all the means of competitive environment and

image construction. The growth of multinational enterprises with wide-range

geographical perspective also intensified this competitive environment. However

in the last two decades, one of the important issues in this perspective was to

find the profitable and effective projects to absorb excess capital because a

considerable proportion of the surplus has belonged to the speculative place

construction.
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The process of restructuring (including economiC, political and social

restructuring) has also produced changes in the built environment for both

growing and declining cities. The important effects on the everyday life of urban

residents especially refer to the economically and socially marginalised inner city

residents.

2.4. Technological Improvements

Technology has always been accepted as an important factor in urban

development, and changes in technology over time have brought their impacts

on urban development and form. These concerns are both at the metropolitan

level and within a built area because the city with its all parts and its all sectors

is known as a single whole and of course all changes, transformations and

developments have greater effects on all parts of the city.

New technologies have been used mainly to organize the production of goods

and services in comparatively small production sites and without undue strain on

the environment. So the people who work and live nearby are able to spend

their (growing) leisure time mainly in the vicinity of their homes or make use of

the extensive social and cultural facilities available. The city center sees itself as

the main junction in a wide network of neighborhoods, and this is also evident in

the architecture. The urban dominants are shopping, cultural events or just to

serve as meeting places. The inhabitants of this city find it quite natural for these

areasto be reserved for pedestrians, cyclist, and local public transport. (Schafer,

K.T. 1988, London)

The knowledge technologies, such as the computer, are playing a decisive role

in shaping post-industrial organizations. There are technologies that play a

similar role with respect to post-modern culture. They are primarily "nonverbal"

and include visual media such as television, aural media such as radio, and the

nascenttechnology of virtual reality. (Bartos, J. 1996)
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Chapter 3. CHANGING PLANNING PROFESSION

The changing patterns of production continually affect the city life. Its built

environment office buildings, houses, factories, railroads etc. can fall into ruin or

take on new uses as a result of technological innovations and large scale

economic shifts that can occur. These also bring new location patterns, so that

the change in urban planning profession is inevitable. So the post-modern

planning gain importance. Post-Modern planning has a kind of partial planning.

According to post-modern planners space in the city can not be planned since it

has an self existence. So the post-modernism don't attempt to plan the city.

Instead, they talked about the arrangement of dispersed parts of city with

aesthetic anxieties.

The comprehensive plan lost its dominance several decades ago. End-state

planning the preparation of a comprehensive plan intended to guide the

community's future development is no longer fashionable within the profession.

Planners lost some faith in their ability to predict long term. In this light,

comprehensive planning comes to seem less important and immediate problem

management more important, in other words tactics become more popular than

strategies. On the other way, some scholars argued that during the 1970s, the

struggle with the concept of comprehensive planning intensified as

comprehensive plans were given a new relevance which springs from the

introduction of flexible zoning techniques. (Gokbulut, O. 1995)

The deficiencies in the comprehensive planning have caused planners to look

for operational alternatives. One of them was Strategy Planning Approach.

Different than the comprehensive planning, strategic planning has a great value

of implementation. The strategic planning emerged in the late 1970s as a focus

of local planning including transportation, health, environmental, and other

functional planning areas both in region and city scale. However, its roots

originated in the private sector. This was an attempt of growing and changing
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corporations when they need to plan effectively for and manage their futures,

when the future itself appeared increasingly uncertain.
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Table 3.1. Changing in General Focus and the Pattern of Change Within

Particular Aspects of Renewal (Litchfield, D. 1984 p. 103)

"Till the 1980s strategic planning and public planning worked separately from

each other. However, in the 1980s some scholars came up with a solution that
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the corporate strategic planning model has applicability for public planning and

visa versa". (Bryson, J. p.77, 1986)

The basic idea behind the strategic planning is; Planning is about influencing

change and market demand in a way, which maximizes those objectives,

chosen by the community. The case for strategic planning stands or falls by its

ability to provide clear, firm and understandable guidance on the pattern of

development and the related investment. It should help priorities to be set and

conflicts to be resolved. (Gilfoyle, A. 1983)

The strategic planning is far different from the comprehensive planning. The

strategic planning is more flexible, and leads planning to search out

controversies, which are invariably, fascinating, troublesome and political. There

is not a unique solution. It is much more dependent on sharing experiences and

weighing many factors in the balance.

Policy planning is a step, which developed after the strategic planning approach.

In Policy planning, planning can not be separated from politics and holds out the

possibility of bringing together policy and operational perspective at local level.

This makes planners work in multi disciplinary teams serving the needs of

particular areas of the authority. Policy planning views policy process as a kind

of game involving conflict, negotiation and compromise between different

interest groups. This is a kind of challenge to local democracy. Policy planning

require some local organizations which extend the autonomy of local decision

making structures (area comities, area teams, etc.). In a policy planning

approach these are seen as tools for strengthening local learning and political

decisionmaking at area level.
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Table3.3. British Planning Styles After 1980. (Gokbuluf, O. 1995)

These changes in the planning approach bring two new and so important

conceptssuch as "decentralization" and "privatization" in planning.
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While the comprehensive plan loses its dominance in planning profession, urban

projects, urban design, public-private partnership, and public participation gain

more importance. Also, the planners' role in the planning started to change. In

the classical modern planning city planners were seen as technicians, whereas

current developments put them in a coordinator position. Instead of being

technicians planners became nearer to social sciences.

Instead of making grand visions, planners gain a role that emphasizes flexibility

and adaptiveness such as the new planning approach. This makes them

involved in daily politics. They are now more interested in matters as conflict

management, bureaucratic and political decision making, or the imperatives of

private property development. The gap between administrators and planners

also narrowed. Planners are being more a part of the administrative apparatus

of land development and a facilitator of community economic development.
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Chapter 4. ESSENCE OF URBAN RENEWAL

Urban renewal has been of growing importance for two decades.

Redevelopment of the existing urban fabric occurred so lots of cities in the world

experienced. This means the redistribution of resources occurred in urban life.

Especially, there are different definitions for urban renewal. It is necessary

therefore to clearly identify what is meant by urban renewal.

Urban renewal refers to a deliberate effort to change the urban environment

through planned, large-scale adjustment of existing city areas to present and

future requirements for urban living and working. It extends to non-residential as

well as residential land uses. The process involves the re-planning and

rehabilitation of areas which are threatened by blight or are to be preserved

because of their historical setting and cultural values all in the framework of an

over-all plan for a city's development. Urban renewal is a physical change or

change in the use or intensity of use of land buildings. That is inevitable

outcome of the action of economic and social forces upon urban areas.

(Gokbulul, O. 1995).

The end of the millennium we are in is bringing new policy directions and new

dominant ideas for urban people and new technological developments for the

problems and solutions in order to make urban environment livable because

cities are always in a process of change. In this era cities are competing for

getting more capital and the cities and their parts are transforming rapidly. That

transformation if not under control by the urban policies, most of the time those

cities are under the threat of urban decay. The failure of appropriate urban

policies and management has led to; uncontrolled land-use change, piecemeal

redevelopment, inadequate and deteriorating infrastructure, physical and social

decay.



In 1980s urban renewal issue started to spread by the public flagship projects.

After the USA, UK experienced the urban decay and tried to attract private

sector to the urban renewal programs. Especially emphasis was given to the

stimulation of commercial confidence and environmental transformation through

property development.

In 1990s; reclamation of derelict land, assembly of sites for redevelopment, and

development of the land itself in partnership with the private sector, had gained

a great importance. Also, policy and mechanisms are aimed at physical

development and financial investment. The urban renewal process is both

complex and lengthy, with large scale funding essential to pump prime

redevelopment. (Berry, J. 1993, London)

Most of the renewal processes social benefits took their place against the

economic benefits; here the balancer is the urban politics. With the right policies,

it is possible to make an equitable urban renewal. If not, the social price may be

very high, and the economic benefits that have so far been achieved may be

lost.

The focus of interest has been on urban renewal in housing areas. The need of

improvement in physical standard is pressing, there is a rich, cultural heritage

involved, the pressure of land use is high due to the central location of the area.

Urban renewal is part of a general process, by which the human environment is

continually transformed and social capital is accumulated in urban areas as well

as in non-urban areas. In general, urban renewal comprises 3 kinds of activity:

These are; redevelopment, rehabilitation, conservation. They are explained

below.
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Table 4.1. The Process and Dynamics Behind Urban Renewal.

Firstof all, basic concepts about the Urban Renewal phenomenon has been given

in thischapter below.
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"Urban Renewal" the plan, process and program through which the

environmental quality of large derelict areas, is upgraded through rehabilitation,

conservation and redevelopment, according to new layouts in comprehensive

plans prepared for the purpose.

"Salient features of urban renewal"

• it is relatively large-scale;

• it aims at improving the overall urban environment rather than just the

provision of specific facilities or the replacement of individual buildings;

• it normally involves properties in fragmented ownership. A degree of

Government participation, including resumption, is usually involved;

• it aims at achieving comprehensive planning gains; and

• it incurs financial costs and a degree of social disruption.

"Objectives of urban renewal"

• to improve the urban environment and urban layout by replacing old and run

down areas with new development which is properly planned and provided

with adequate transport and other infrastructure and community facilities;

• to minimize the problems of social disruption by ensuring that adequate

arrangements are made for re-housing of domestic tenants and

compensation of business tenants;

• to achieve better utilization of land In the urban area by thinning out

population from over-crowded areas and making land available to meet

various development needs including housing; and

• in the long term, to avoid major problems of urban decay.

"Urban renewal area" means a slum area or a blighted area or a combination

thereofwhich the local governing body designates as appropriate for an urban

renewalproject.

"Urbanrenewal plan" means a plan, as it exists from time to time, for an urban

renewalproject, which plan:



1. Must conform to the general plan for the municipality as a whole,

2. Must be sufficiently complete to indicate such land acquisition, demolition and

removal of structures, redevelopment, improvements and rehabilitation as

may be proposed to be carried out in the urban renewal area, zoning and

planning changes, if any, land uses, maximum densities, building

requirements, and the plan's relationship to definite local objectives

respecting appropriate land uses, improved traffic, public transportation,

public utilities, recreational and community facilities, and other public

improvements.

'Urban renewal project" may include undertakings and activities of a municipality

in an urban renewal area for the elimination and for the prevention of the

development or spread of slums and blight, and may involve slum clearance and

redevelopment in an urban renewal area, or rehabilitation or conservation in an

urban renewal area, or any combination or part thereof in accordance with an

urbanrenewal plan. Such undertakings and activities may include:

1.Acquisition of a slum area or a blighted area or portion thereof.

2. Demolition and removal of buildings and improvements.

3. Installation, construction or reconstruction of streets, utilities, parks,

playgrounds, and other improvements necessary for carrying out in the urban

renewal area.

4. Disposition of any property acquired in the urban renewal area, including

sale, initial leasing or retention by the municipality itself, at its fair value for

uses in accordance with the urban renewal plan.

5. Carrying out plans for a program of voluntary or compulsory repair and

rehabilitation of buildings or other improvements in accordance with the urban

renewal plan.

6. Acquisition of any other real property in the urban renewal area where

necessary to eliminate unhealthy, insanitary or unsafe conditions, lessen

density, eliminate obsolete or other uses detrimental to the public welfare, or
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otherwise to remove or prevent the spread of blight or deterioration, or to

provide land for needed public facilities.

"Slum area" means an area in which there is a predominance of buildings or

improvements, whether residential or non-residential, which, by reason of

dilapidation, deterioration, age or obsolescence, inadequate provision for

ventilation, light, air, sanitation, or open spaces, high density of population and

overcrowding, or the existence of conditions which endanger life or property by

fire and other causes, or any combination of such factors, is conducive to ill

health, transmission of disease, infant mortality, juvenile delinquency, or crime,

and is detrimental to the public health, safety, morals or welfare.

"Blighted area" means an area which, by reason of the presence of a substantial

number of slums, deteriorated or deteriorating structures, predominance of

defective or inadequate street layout, faulty lot layout in relation to size,

adequacy, accessibility or usefulness, insanitary or unsafe conditions,

deterioration of site or other improvements, diversity of ownership, tax or special

assessment delinquency exceeding the fair value of the land, defective or

unusual conditions of title, or the existence of conditions which endanger life or

property by fire and other causes, or any combination of such factors,

substantially impairs or arrests the sound growth of a municipality, retards the

provision of housing accommodations or constitutes an economic or social

liability and is a menace to the public health, safety, morals or welfare in its

presentcondition and use.

"Blightedarea" also can be described as an area which is characterized by one

or moreof the following factors:

1.The existence of buildings and structures, used or intended to be used for

residential, commercial, industrial or other purposes, or any combination

thereof, which are unfit or unsafe for those purposes and are conducive to ill
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health, transmission of disease, infant mortality, juvenile delinquency or crime

because of one or more of the following factors:

a) Defective design and character of physical construction.

b) Faulty arrangement of the interior and spacing of buildings.

c) Overcrowding.

d) Inadequate provision for ventilation, light, sanitation, open spaces and

recreational facilities.

e) Age, obsolescence, deterioration, dilapidation, mixed character or shifting of

uses.

2. An economic dislocation, deterioration or disuse, resulting from faulty

planning.

3. The subdividing and sale of lots of irregular form and shape and inadequate

size for proper usefulness and development.

4. The laying out of lots in disregard of the contours and other physical

characteristics of the ground and surrounding conditions.

5. The existence of inadequate streets, open spaces and utilities.

6. The existence of lots or other areas which may be submerged.

7. Prevalence of depreciated values, impaired investments and social and

economic maladjustment to such an extent that the capacity to pay taxes is

reduced and tax receipts are inadequate for the cost of public services

rendered.

8. A growing or total lack of proper utilization of some parts of the area, resulting

in a stagnant and unproductive condition of land which is potentially useful

and valuable for contributing to the public health, safety and welfare.

9. A loss of population and a reduction of proper use of some parts of the area,

resulting in its further deterioration and added costs to the taxpayer for the

creationof new public facilities and services elsewhere.

"Redevelopment" means the planning, development, re-planning, redesign,

clearance,reconstruction or rehabilitation, or any combination of these, of all or

partof a redevelopment area, and the provision of such residential, commercial,
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industrial, public or other structures or spaces as may be appropriate or

necessary in the interest of the general welfare, including:

a) Recreational and other facilities appurtenant thereto.

b) The alteration, improvement, modernization, reconstruction or rehabilitation,

or any combination thereof, of existing structures in a redevelopment area.

c) Provision for uses involving open space, such as:

1. Streets and other public grounds;

2. Space around buildings, structures and improvements;

3. Improvements of recreational areas; and

4. Improvement of other public grounds.

d) The re-planning, redesign or original development of undeveloped areas

where:

1. The areas are stagnant or used improperly because of defective or

inadequate layouts of streets, faulty layouts of lots in relation to size, shape,

accessibility or usefulness, or for other causes; or

2. The areas require replanning and assembly of land for reclamation or

development in the interest of the general welfare because of widely

scattered ownership, tax delinquency or other reasons.

"Redevelopment" does not exclude the continuance of existing buildings or uses

whose demolition and rebuilding or change of use are not deemed essential to

the redevelopment and rehabilitation of the area.

"Rehabilitation" A term used especially in housing policy, for the repair and

improvement of existing structurally sound property to a standard compatible

with modern requirements of health and amenity.

Rehabilitation,is the redressing of conditions and the provision of infrastructure

withadverse effects on land use in the area. It is implemented in areas where

thereis a tendency for loosing original function and haphazard growth of

physicalstock, creating unhealthy and dense environments. Therefore the basic
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objective of rehabilitation is to preserve the characters of urban fabric and of

activity pattern.

It is applicable to areas in which some degree of loss of original function is

making itself seriously felt. It consists of:

a. Administrative measures controlling the use of the land and of the buildings.

Removal of individual buildings and uses tend to cause deterioration of

buildings.

b. Removal of individual buildings and uses that tend to cause deterioration of

buildings.

c. Correction of conditions that have an adverse effect on the appropriate uses

of land and buildings in the area, etc.

"Conservation" the need for conservation occurs particularly in old and historical

sites of cities. Preservation of urban fabric and buildings showing basic

characteristics of specific historical era or architectural quality have announced

conservation policies. Keeping the original urban and architectural elements as

a cultural heritage necessitates conservation, restoration, restitution activities

ratherthan renewal of physical stock.

Conservation of the built environment may protect individual buildings of

architectural or historic merit from destruction.

Conservationof the built environment;

• may maintain representative areas of our economic and social

history.

• may protect individual buildings of architectural or historic merit.

• may also encourage the purposeful use of old buildings as part of

a plan to enhance the quality of the environment.

It is applicable to areas generally suited to their function and of sound quality.

Consistsof;
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a. Required maintenance of good physical condition of buildings.

b. Prevention of overcrowding of the occupancy of residential buildings.

c. Density limitations

d. Zoning regulations, etc.

"Gentrification" The inner city has always been a landscape of change, driven in

different directions by fluctuating capital flows, social restructuring, and new

cultural tastes. These changes manifest themselves on the housing stock and in

the social character of the inner city. The phenomenon of gentrification is one

such force of change that has recently become a major issue for urban areas.

This term was introduced to describe the immigration of middle class people and

their capital to downtown housing areas that had reviously been occupied by

poor or lower class people. It represents a profound change for the inner city,

since the new wave of gentrifiers is transforming old, declining housing stock

intoa revitalized living environment. But also causing great economic and social

problemsto the people who are from lower class and had to leave.

"Partnership" Today the local public sector entrepreneurship has been one of

the essential tools for urban growth and revitalization. Indeed city governments

(United States, Europe) have become more entrepreneurial in order to attract

private investments.

In recent years, two distinct and separate literature have imerged on issues of

urban entrepreneuralism. Some of the authorities advocate the advantages and

successesof local public-private partnership.

In United States, according to the President's National Urban Policy Report in

1982,"state and local governments have primary responsibility for making their

urban areas attractive to private investors". (US Department of Housing and

Urban Development, 1982: Quated from Leitner and Garner, 1983).

Forexample,the outpouring of federal dollars, which began with 701 funding in

the 1954 Housing Act, has cut both ways. Federal funding has paid for large
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scale planning efforts, federal funding requirements have demanded planning as

a requirement for funding.

In that sense, federal support encourages the development of synoptic, unifying

visions. Urban Development Action Aid Program is one of them and it is argued

that this program helps the increase of job facilities. The pursuit of federal

funding, however, also encourages an incremental approach. Particular grants

focus the planner's attention on particular programs.

Public private partnership in UK, in such a crisis period some local authorities

find the solution in public-private partnerships. They made corporations with

private sector and learn how to bargain with them. They made city center and

central housing districts renovation and improvement projects. In order to realize

these programs the central authorities give them a "grant" and special

encouragement programs.

After explaining the basic terminology of Urban Renewal phenomenon, we may

continue with some case studies for understanding the urban renewal

approachesin some countries.

"Urban Design Concept" The Urban Design Projects gain more importance

while the comprehensive plan loses its dominance in planning profession. The

masterplan, or the physical structure plan is the main frame which urban design

projectsextracted.

Thereare two basic ideologies that influenced the modern urban design.

• Garden city movement of Ebenezer Howard was the first philosophy that

affected the urban design modernism. This movement prefer to

accommodate people in row houses, garden apartments and maisonettes.
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• The second one is the Charter of Athens which was produced by Le

Corbusier and the International Congress of Modern Architecture (ClAM).

The basic subject matter of the Charter was the physically design of the

cities. But it did not consider the social, economic and political characteristics

of the cities.

The basic notions of the charter was high-rise, high-density buildings that were

set in open space. Moreover, it required working areas to be separated from the

residential areas. Under this circumstances, a lot of housing estates and

redevelopment projects were made in socialist and capitalist countries. Whether

built on previously undeveloped land or developed land much of these projects

were made as replacements for old urban areas in order to demolish unsanitary

housing.

However, these two developments have common design principles the both are

separated the cars and pedestrians, houses and industries. In other words they

separate living places from working places.

However, the early oppositions from the modern times came to these

procedures. Jane Jacobs criticized the monotony and the boredom in modern

cities.Although technical infrastructure of cities was advanced, crime has been

increasing. That urged people to live in homogenous residential areas. That

urged people to live in homogenous residential areas. Large scale privatization

especially in US caused loss of control. People could not take part in the

actionshappening in cities.

Moderntimes disregard the human factor in the urban design. Briefly, it relies

on Le Corbusier's "form follows function" principle. However, urban design has

toconsider human behavior.
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Cities

Movement

Regional changes
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Activity
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Owner

Le Corbusier

and the modern

movement

Inter-war

Slum-clearance

policies\
Town and Country Planning Act 1947

Barlow ReportWartime

Other

1
Growth of

wartime

socialism

reports ~• Post-war legislation:Distribution of Industry Act

1945

New Towns Act 1946

• • •

Need for post-war

reconstruction

•
Concensus: a coalition of interests in favour of town planning and controlling development

Confidenceand certanity in urban policy.

Containmentof urban sprawl: a major objective.

Late 19405, Public led post-war reconstruction amid economic conflict

1950s,Politicalstability and economic growth. Private sector led urban expansion. Complacement

Early 19605, Emerging issues: conservation; alternatives to slum clearance; the

effectiveness of land use planning; traffic in towns.

Table 4.2. Influences on post-war urban renewal thinking and policies.

(Couch, 1990, pp. 31.)
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Jacobs and Appleyard (1987) define the problems of moderns urban design as;

• Poor living environment,

• Giantism and loss of control,

• Large-scale privatization and the loss of public life,

• Centrifugal fragmentation,

• Destruction of valued places,

• Placelessness,

• Injustice,

• Rootless professionalism.

Therefore they propose a number of goals;

• Livability,

• Identity and control,

• Access to opportunity,

• Imagination and joy,

• Authenticity and meaning,

• Open communities and public life,

• Self-reliance and justice.

for the future of a good

urban environment,

These new urban patterns can be observed form the changing street designs.

As the scale of developing has grown, there has been a parallel growth of "self

contained, single-use" developments and an erosion of public street

framework.(Owens, 1993).

4.1. Economics of Urban Renewal

There are many different approaches for urban renewal in the world. These

approacheschange in time. One of the early examples comes from the Europe.

In nineteenth century, private sector forced the implementation of the urban
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renewal projects. In fact, a lot of urban renewal projects were practiced in city

centers. Generally urban renewal projects rests with the local municipality.

Urban renewal project consists of the social and economic forces. This

organization is a complex activity. It involves a number of agencies. Four

organization is the most important for the implementation of the project.

1. Legal organization

2. Real necessary resources of land, labor and capital

3. Sufficient political and community support

4. Appropriate organizational structure

Urbanrenewal takes place under different economic and social conditions. And

it consists of agencies; central government departments and agencies, local

governments, construction firms, public private partnerships and users. Many

groupsand organizations consist of different goals. Some group want quality in

the physical environment, another group want maximum benefit. Because of

thischaracteristics the urban renewal project have organic organization.

Now,the most important factor of the urban renewal project is the participation

of private sector. Urban renewal and redevelopment project initiated with the

governmentaction till the 1970s.

4.2. Public Participation

Now,most of the urban renewal projects give priority to participation. The major

objectivesof urban renewal are:

• to improvethe urban environment and urban layout by replacing old and run

downareas with new development which is properly planned and provided

withadequate transport and other infrastructure and community facilities;
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• to minimize the problems of social disruption by ensunng that adequate

arrangements are made for re-housing of domestic tenants and

compensation of business tenants;

• to achieve better utilization of land In the urban area by thinning out

population from over-crowded areas and making land available to meet

various development needs including housing; and

• in the long term, to avoid major problems of urban decay.

Participation would reduce owners' resistance to redevelopment and enable

them to join in the outcome of the redevelopment project. However, where lots

are in fragmented ownership, it is difficult to persuade a large number of owners

to agree to redevelop and on the terms on which redevelopment should be

carriedout.

Nevertheless, urban renewal program should offer the option whenever

practicable, particularly to owners of single lots capable of separate

redevelopment and to those who are financially and in other respects capable of

participating.

4.3. The Problems of Urban Renewal

Firstproblem, The increasing dilapidation of parts of the urban area. Many land

lots are in multiple ownership. To assemble individual properties into lots

capable of comprehensive redevelopment, numerous separate legal interests

have to be acquired first. This is difficult and sometimes impossible. The

problem may be further complicated by the existence of defective titles and

untraceableowners.

Secondproblem, urban redevelopment necessitates relocation of residents and

businesses,resulting in high financial and social costs. The need to improve the
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urban environment, relieve overcrowding, upgrade infrastructure and raIse

housing standards

Third problem, there is a popular belief that redevelopment must be highly

profitable. This may have been the case in the past, but is no longer hue today.

The value of redeveloped properties may not cover redevelopment costs,

particularly when there is little or no increase, or even a reduction in

development density after redevelopment. The problem is increasing as many

low-rise buildings have already been redeveloped and obsolete medium-rise

buildings present fewer opportunities for plot ratio gain and are more difficult and

expensive to acquire.

Most critics of urban renewal have emphasized its failure to recogmze the

human ingredients in the activity. In an urban renewal program the housing of

lower quality would be replaced by better structures. After reconstruction

housingarea would be improved and the housing conditions of the lower-income

families. And then two conditions occur:

1.The demand for the new units came from families have vacated households

or from families who would have moved in any event.

2. The dwelling units released by the families who were induced to move

became available to lower-income households who in turn were drawn into

the market and released their homes to still a lower income group. This

process continued until finally the families originally displaced were served by

dwelling units equal in number.

Afterexplaining the basic terminology of Urban Renewal phenomenon, we may

continue with some case studies for understanding the urban renewal

approachesin some countries.
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Chapter 5. THE PRACTICE OF URBAN RENEWAL-SELECTED EXAMPLES

Our examples shoW" that only the local government action can channel the

benefits of growth and the costs of decline in a renewal project. However, the

role of the government is far different from the modern times of planning. It is

learnt that the state intervention does not permanently solve for capital the

problem-of dealing with popular demands for a higher standard of living.

Moreover, the renewal action generally takes place in inner parts of the cities.

This can be a historical neighborhood, a slum or a CBD. But the common

characteristic of them is all the projects initiated by a local government.

Furthermore, the renewal process mostly depend upon the spatial displacement

of lower-income and minority groups. This relocation process is caused

reactionsin most of the examples. However, the projects where the community

participationrealized successfully (like Germany example) these reactions could

beminimized.

We see that the definition of target population became an important issue in

urbanrenewal that all of the successful examples have planned for local interest

groups.Moreover, huge relocation of poor people create a tension within the

city.

Inthis chapter, Urban renewal approaches of 9 countries from 3 continents with

manycase studies are given. The countries are; USA from Continent of

America,South Korea, Singapore, China and India from Asia and UK, France,

Spainand Germany from Europe.

5.1. UnitedStates of America

Themostsignificant policy undertaken by a wide range of cities since World War

IIwas that of urban renewal. American urban renewal program began in 1949 as
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a deliberate national public policy. This is legalistic shorthand for the provision of

the Housing Act of 1949. The landmark 1949 Housing Act enshrined the worthy

goal of "a decent home and suitable living environment for every American".

Since 1954 urban renewal programs have changed the face of many downtown

areas and displaced millions of low-income citizens.

In 1960s urban renewal was abroad in the land. Cities from coast to coast,

seized with notions of "progress" and "modernization," were gleefully

demolishing their downtown, leveling historic buildings, rooting out their poorest

residents. More often than not the displaced were minorities, who bitterly

nicknamed the federal program "Negro removal."

The city took advantage of poor people, uneducated people who were actually

afraid to stand up for themselves. Those communities were not well-organized.

They were poor neighborhoods, but neighborhoods where people knew each

other.People helped each other. They were poor, but livable.

To focus the urban renewal Government bodies showed great attention. And

tried to canalize great deal of money from their budgets. For instance, Urban

RenewalAuthority; is an entity that city could use to buy and sell property for

developmentpurposes, through profits made on development projects. And also

supportsfinancial assistance programs.

Yet the money which came from financial assistance programs, went to

demolitionexperts, to architects and developers and construction workers, to a

smallarmy of government bureaucrats and relocaters, and even to slum lords

'htlo'dbought up property in the neighborhood. The money did not solve the

problemsof the poor: It simply moved them out of sight. And in some cases, it

impoverishedthem.
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Most of the critics concede the lethal trauma of urban renewal had at least one

lasting benefit. It raised consciousness about historic preservation, and led to

the formation of the numerous historic districts that today ring the downtown.

The main urban renewal areas were generally the inner city slums or blighted

areas. Urban decay is something to do with social way of life. Highly social

problems should be solved to overcome the urban and social decay. Practical

solutions to costly social problems are;

• To improve public health and curb rising health care costs,

• To boost the economy,

• To improve education,

• To improve public safety,

• To prevent crime, violence and drug abuse,

• To rebuild the inner city, plan and finance urban infrastructure and housing

that improve health, reduce crime, and restore a sense of community. The

administration would promote the development of non-polluting automobiles

and public transportation, human-scale housing that discourages crime and

supports neighborhoods in which families can grow and prosper, and the

development of more parks and green spaces. (http://www.natura/

law. org/UrbanRenewal. htm/)

Wehave always known how to do urban renewal, but the trick has always been

howto do it so that the people who already lived in an area would be able to get

equityin the improvements.

The most important criticism of urban renewal is that not thinking about

providingjobs to residents but giving the best job opportunities to people outside

so unemployment residents may turn to crime and drug traffic. The

concentrationsof poverty and crime in many of these areas incubates miscreant
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behavior and taxes our social fabric. That is way to overcome the social decay,

should take the big part of the Urban renewal process.

Another important point is; The geographic realities of metropolitan development

have a common characteristic throughout North America. The automobile,

federally subsidized transportation infrastructure, and the "American Dream" of

the single-family dwelling, have segregated metropolitan populations into low

density commuter suburbs and higher-density communities served by public

transportation. The car-full suburb provides residents with their own yards and

low-traffic streets and public spaces amenable to children. The car-free high

density neighborhood generally provides pedestrian access to restaurants and

shops; is near the city's cultural amenities; and has easy access to public

transportation. The streets and public spaces of these neighborhoods are

bustling.

So that vision made people leave the inner cities and tend to move to the

suburbs. Those places that people left for moving to the suburbs, had been

replacedwith poor people who could only afford those low rent places, and who

hadto opt to public transportation.

In general, people of similar social standing live near together. The federal

governmentpolicies, had forced the African-Americans to remain in ghettos or in

publichousing projects that were built in ghettos, and ideal American families in

the rich suburbs of the country. There was no policy or plan in trying to provide

decentliving environment and equal housing opportunities.

5.1.1. Lafayette Park, Detroit

LafayettePark is an example of relocation slums is an inner-city residential

developmentarea in USA. There are also good examples of urban renewal

implications.Lafayette Park is one of them.
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Lafayette Park is a residential redevelopment area carved out of the slum

directly adjacent to the CBD in Detroit. The history of clearance and renewal

plans for the project is long and complicated. After almost 10 years of delay,

construction was begun in accord with a design created by Mies der Rohe. And

in 1958, the first structure, a high-rise apartment (Lafayette Pavilion) was

opened for occupancy. About a year later, 186 single, low-rise units of the

attached row house type were completed. Despite their rather cost, the high rise

unitswere rented promptly; however, most of the single units that were intended

for sale to families on a cooperative basis stood empty.

Fig.5.1.Urban Renewal (Detroit) Fig.5.2. Urban Renewal (Detroit)

A number of years elapse between the first tentative designation of a

neighborhood for urban renewal clearance and the loan and grant contract.

Duringthis period, neighborhood people wonder about the city's intentions, and

rumorscirculate. Detroit Housing Commission (DHC) has the task of helping

themgo. At the time of acquisition, DHC personnel make an inventory of all on

site residents and collect information on their characteristics and housing

questions.

A combinationof working sessions and community meetings allowed residents

to dialogue and express their opinions on the neighborhood planning.

"Outsiders"to the neighborhood were also often given walking tours of the area
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to obtain a better perspective of the issues at play. DHC organization assisted

greatly with technical and design aspects of the revitalization plan.

The Goals:

• To provide a framework for the redevelopment of the area that respects the

existing community by bringing the community in as a partner in the

development of the plan,

• To provide services, health, cultural and educational, recreational and

commercial opportunities that are currently not available and to reinforce

those that currently exist and are desirable,

• To support economic development anchored on the existing strengths and

successes that community residents, businesses and institutions have

achieved,

• To become a desirable place to live.

Fig.5.3. Urban Renewal (Detroit) Fig.5.4. Urban Renewal (Detroit)

Summaryof Lafayette Park:

1. Therental opportunities can be an effective way initially to attract residents to

a community where there is a large element of experimentation or

uncertainty.

2. The physical features of a dwelling are usually more readily compromised

thanthe social characterics of a neighborhood.
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3. The Neighborly interaction is not confined to suburbs or slums, nor is it a

consequence of length of residence. It results from certain physical

arraignments, together with shared life styles and is intensified by newness

and the sense of being united in a common enterprise.

4. The substantial proportions of black residents are accepted if they are of

similar socio-economic status and if white residents see little likelihood of the

neighborhood becoming predominantly black in the future.

5. The differences in social class are of the most important In residential

decisions.

5.1.2. Lowell, Boston

Lowell is a working class town once dominated by the textile industry, and still

dominated by mills and canals. Lowell is a town with 100000 people, some 20

milesnorth of Boston. The key to its transformation was seeing its heritage as

anasset and not just a liability. The first improvements to the Main Street were

madeunder the Model Cities program in the 1970s. Pavements and shop fronts

havebeen beautified, with extensive tree planting, landscaped courtyards and

car parks, and period street lighting, while shopkeepers have taken up the

theme by eliminating clumsy neon signs. These efforts are now being

coordinatedby a Main Street Coordinator, appointed through the National Trust

forHistoricPreservation.

Fig.S.S. Aerial view of North End,
July, 1958

Fig.5.6. Same view, Sept., 1960,
completely destroyed.
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However, the main innovation in Lowell was the designation of the town as the

first National Urban Historical Park in 1978. Now the National Parks Service

plays a leading role in stimulating interest in the town, with a government

investment of over $40 million. The main facilities are provided in an

interpretation center on the ground floor of a 260000 ft2 mill, whose upper floors

have been converted into apartments for elderly. Attractive landscaping with

sculpture, fountains and banners, a food hall with seven types of fast food, and

artists' galleries, provide a focal point for tourists. From there visitors can take

one of six tours run by Rangers, who in the summer are supplemented by

students, with riders on a replica trolley car, and a canal boat. Lowell draws

some500000 visitors a year.

Perhapsthe greatest achievement has been to persuade the developer of a

HiltonHotel to locate it downtown, by a restored set of locks. The microcomputer

firm of Wang assisted by locating their training center opposite. Wang now

employsover 15000 people in the town. Both these new built schemes have

brought increased activity, and spending power to Downtown. From all

investmentsof $170 million investment the ratio of public investment to private is

1/14.(Falk, N. 1986).

Fig.5.? Boston City Planning Board's
December 1950 Map of "an obsolete
neighborhood."

Fig.5.8.These vertical grids, condominiums
and apartments, also emerged where once
a Community lived.
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5.1.3. Las Cruces, New Mexico

Citizens Bank of Las Cruces was the high and lone bidder on the first tract of

land offered by the Las Cruces Urban Renewal Agency for redevelopment in

January. Gordon Herkenhoff and Associates, engineers; Las Cruces Urban

Renewal Agency staff members; city personnel and representatives from

Maddox and Horne, engineering firm, met in an effort to finalize street and utility

plansfor the Downtown Urban Renewal project.

In 1970, The Las Cruces Urban Renewal Agency acquired seven parcels of

j.Jropertywithin the district during the month of January expending $112,300.

This brings the total amount spent for direct purchases of 124 parcels to

$2,653,350. A total of 198 plots are to be acquired. Twenty-four are in

condemnation, with others being processed for condemnation proceedings.

The Las Cruces Urban Renewal Commissioners approved an Amendatory

requesting $3,140,346 in additional grant-in-aid funds from the Federal

Govemment, bringing the total net project cost to $12,455,247. The

Amendatoryextended the Project one year. Additional funding would provide

for street and utility work in the 94 acre Urban Renewal Downtown Project as

well as purchasing additional properties that were not included in the original

plan. Some properties that were thought to be rehabilitable have been found not

tobe so and owners desire to sell them.

TheCity of Las Cruces got another chance at a flood control project financed

partlyby federal funds. The Mayor received a letter from the Army Corps of

Engineers,giving the City the go-ahead with the project, providing it can come

upwithfunds by the end of 1970. The new Corps of Engineers district engineer,

indicatedthat the corps would accept an alternate drainage route.
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A recommendation that 500 units of public housing be constructed in Las

Cruces by 1972 was made to the City Commission by the Citizens Advisory

Committee in February. The statement said its purpose is to call the

Commission's attention to the disparity between the need for and availability of

public housing for low income families and elderly persons here.

Relocation Department Activities

The objectives of relocation are that:

1. families and individuals displaced by an urban

renewal project be provided the full opportunit

of occupying housing that is decent safe and

and sanitary, is within their financial means

is in reasonably available on convenient

locations and a non-discriminatory basis.

2. Displacement shall be carried out with a

minimum of hardship to site occupants.
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These objectives have been foremost in the relocation of displaces within the

LasCruces Urban Renewal Project. The relocation staff, with assistance from

thelocal agencies and real estate personnel, have succeeded in following these

objectives.

• Approximately 80% of the homes previously located in the downtown project

area would not meet city codes as standard dwelling units due primarily to

overcrowded conditions.

• Various relocation oriented programs as outlined by HUD provided lower

income displaces with necessities which would not have been available

otherwise.

• The Replacement Housing Grant has given many owner-occupants up to

$5,000.00 which, when added to the acquisition price of their previous home

hashelped in the purchase of suitable housing.
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5,446
7,121
118,275
92,305

132,500

52,654
$451,197

• Several persons were placed in public housing which has improved their

standard of living and lowered their rent expense.

Following is a breakdown of relocation expenditures to date:

• Settlement Costs $ 42,896
• Families and Individuals

Movin and Stora e Costs
• Additional Relocation Pa ments
• Re lacement Housin Grant
• Business Movin & Stora e

• Small Business Displacement
Pa ment

• Direct Pro
TOTAL

In the year 1970, the Local Public Agency awarded demolition contracts totaling

$24,114. To date the Local Public Agency has awarded demolition contracts in

theamount of $38,587. All demolition work by contracts has been accomplished

by local contracting forces employing local labor, therefore, retaining money

withinthe area. A total of 229 structures have been removed to date with 33

remaining structures to be demolished. Of the total structures removed 130

wereliving units.

Fig.5.9.Demolitionand Site Clearance in
progresscornerof Main and May.

Fig.5.10 Aerial view of Urban Renewal
Project Area.

A total of 48 structures for rehabilitation are in the approved Urban Renewal

Plan;of this amount 17 jobs have been started and 12 have been completed.

Rehabilitationwork was accomplished by local contractors whereby monies
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spent remained within the local economy. A total of $67,816.00 was obtained for

rehabilitation work under the 312 Loan Applications. An additional $185,700.00

has been spent by private individuals towards rehabilitating their structures.

Summary of Project Requirements

The beginning of the new 1970 calendar year brought the entire Urban Renewal

Project. Las Cruces and Local Public Agency were consulted regarding the

workability of approved Urban Renewal Project to determine that adequat~ and

complete utility systems, traffic patterns, street lighting, off-street public parking,

storm drainage systems, police and fire protection systems and an attractive

CentralBusiness District would be provided at completion of project.

This review, when completed, indicated that the then existing Urban Ren~wal

Plan did not provide all the requirements necessary for a well-designed,

completeand suitable project upon completion.

Main Street was originally planned for a semi-mall with sidewalk canopies and

vehicular traffic. The narrow sidewalks and the narrow width of the street

plannedas semi-mall would cause many problems in the way of traffic flow and

appearanceestablishing an inefficacious area. To overcome this, Main Street

from Mountain Avenue to Bowman Street was redesigned to removal of all

vehiculartraffic and construct a free standing canopy the full width of Main

Streetand seven blocks in length. This canopy will be constructed whereby

60% will be covered and 40% will be open. The Main Street area under canopy

will be rebuilt providing landscaping with trees, shrubs, flowers, fountains, rest

areas,areas for concerts, auto or boat shows, art displays, etc. giving a well

balancedrestful and enjoyable atmosphere to the Downtown Central Business

District.

Allstreetswithin the Urban Renewal area, with the exception of streets vacated

bytheCity to be incorporated with redevelopment areas, have been redesigned
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to provide wider streets for better traffic flow, better drainage for surface run-off

water, to replace old narrow, rough, uneven streets and sidewalks and to allow

for new utility systems.

Fig.5.11.New location Central Plumbing Fig. 5.12. Construction underway.

Supply. Relocation Irrigation Lateral.

Contracts have been awarded by the City for the construction of new utility

systems and it is planned for Las Cruces Urban Renewal Agency to award

contract for all street work and the construction of canopy for Main Street in

March, 1971. It is anticipated through phasing of work that street work will be

completed by the end of 1972. Another indicator of the general economy of an

areais the record of the building permits issued. The following information was

securedfrom the City of Las Cruces:

1970
No. of

$Pennits

NewSingleFamily Residences

1501,857,470

NewMulti-FamilyResidences

91,744,576

NewCommercialStructures

401,738,630

ITOT AL 1970Pennits

199$5,340,676

Urban Renewal in Europe ( United Kingdom, France, Spain, Germany)

TheEarlyexamples of urban renewal in Europe were executed in the rebuilding

of war-damaged cities. The replacement of old buildings by new ones, the

conventionalform in which cities have always renewed themselves, is in

abundantevidence, visible especially in office skyscrapers.
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Three main kinds activity which dominated the urban renewal in Europe:

• State-led housing clearance and replacement of buildings;

• A general reduction in inner-city housing and industrial densities which

facilitated the takeover of those areas close to the city center by more

profitable office and shopping activities;

• Redevelopment of city centers as the density of existing office and shopping

areas increased to meet rising demand.

In France renewal plans are incorporated within general urban plans. Renewal

plans include a detailed social, economic and physical survey of the area and

proposals for the new distribution of land uses as well as for the massing and

inner-relationship buildings. In Switzerland the degree of integration is similar to

that in France, with control of the redevelopment effected by the establishment

of building lines, the restriction of the height of buildings and the use of a floor

space index. In the United Kingdom, plans for "areas of comprehensive

redevelopment" may be included in Development Plans and the proposals

shown in some detail as part of the Town Maps for urban areas within the

countries,which are the planning authorities.

5.2. United Kingdom

Theorganization is an important feature for urban renewal project. Britain is a

goodexample to explain this. Buildings come and go, their occupants change,

theuses which they accommodate alter, but the urban structure, the layout of

streetsand public spaces around buildings remains fixed for long periods of

time.Change in urban structure occurs only when a massive rebuilding program

is underway. Disasters, natural or man-made, provide such an opportunity. In

London,restructuring of large parts of the urban fabric followed the disasters of

theGreat Fire of 1666, and the Blitz of Second World War, and the period of

Victorianinvestment in railways, the Underground and other infrastructures. Big



Bang of 1986 is the generator of another phase of change in the City's fabric,

reshaping not just individual buildings but large sites.

Thatcher governments have all but abolish planning since 1979. The idea of

bringing private sector into the large scale redevelopment projects has been

strongly prompted by the Conservative governments since 1979. The results of

this idea was first seen in the establishment of Enterprise Zones and Big Bang.

(Brindley, T. Rydin, Y. Stoker, G.1996)

Big Bang occurred in October 1986 with deregulation of the Stock Exchange:

the removal of fixed commissions, a change in the way in which business is

transacted which requires the injection of large capital sums and the removal of

restrictions on ownership of brokers and dealers. This has resulted in the entry

of newcomers into securities trading. Electronic trading was essential to Big

Bang.Telecommunications and wide application of information technology are

nowfundamental to the operation of the city as screen based trading has taken

overfrom face to face trading.

Deregulationhas been accompanied by increased internationalization of the city

as securities are increasingly traded on an international basis. The largest US

andJapanese investment banks and the others have moved into the City and

expanded. British merchant banks have been merging with stockbrokers and

jobbersto complete. These changes have significantly increased and altered the

demand of City office space. There is growth in demand for space and

especiallygrowth in demand for large building suited to the requirements of the

biggerinvestment banks; large floor plans; deep column free space suited for

tradingfloors; high floor to floor height to give adequate space for cables and air

conditioningducts. Much of the City's stock of office space is now obsolete,

unableto meet these requirements. Two responses from private developers

havefollowed: pressure to redevelop large sites in the City and its immediate

fringe,or escape from the City by redeveloping large sites in the City and its
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immediate fringe, or escape from the City by redeveloping large sites as

alternative locations for financial companies.

By May 1986, a new local plan was produced radically and overtly aiming to

promote office development in the City. Large scale private redevelopment's

were increased with this plan.

The Big Bang boom is rapidly changing the layout of the City and its fringe in

three ways.

• First, large buildings are being inserted into the existing urban structure

wherever possible.

• Second, Big Bang is creating the opportunity of shaping large sites to new

design principles.

• Third, internationalization of the City's financial institutions has been followed

by internationalization of its property industry.

As a result, the character of inner city policies has been changed radically by the

Government, with the main emphasis given the strengthening the role of the

privatesector of the economy and limiting the role of public sector, particularly

that local authorities." With this change has come less direct concern with the

social and economic problems of inner city residents, to be replaced by an

emphasis on private sector business realizing the commercial potential of

unusedinner city land. This has been associated with a change in the spatial

focusof inner city policies, most clearly seen in a comparison of the Uflagships"

ofinnercity policies in the late 1970s and the 1980s". (Cameron, S. 1992, p.14)

5.2.1. Glasgow, Scotland

Sincethe Victorian times Glasgow Eastern Area has provided the base for many

heavyand manufacturing industries, but by 1976 it was showing classical signs

ofinnercity deprivation and decay. The economy was suffering and as a result
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there were many closures and a substantial loss of jObs for skilled and semi

skilled workers. Slum clearance and redevelopment further disrupted local

communities. The population had declined to less than half of the 100000

residents. Many of those left behind suffered unemployment at higher than

regional averages and there was also a high proportion of elderly, handicapped

and other vulnerable groups. Household incomes were low and sickness and

morality rates high.

The Glasgow Eastern Area Renewal Project (GEAR) was launched in May 1976

as a multi agency partnership between a range of public sector organizations,

with Scottish Development Agency (SDA) taking on a coordinate role. The aim

of the project was nothing less than to bring about the comprehensive social,

economic and environmental regeneration of the Glasgow Eastern Area and

createconditions for the development of a balanced and thriving community. Six

basic objectives was prepared by SDA for Glasgow Eastern Area Renewal

Project(GEAR):

• to increase residents' competitiveness in securing employment,

• to arrest economic decline and realize the potential of GEAR as a major

employment center,

• to overcome the social disadvantages experienced by residents,

• to improve and maintain environment,

• to stem population decline and engender a better balanced age and social

structure,

• to foster residents' commitment and confidence.

GlasgowEastern Area Renewal Project has also had to bend its priorities to

meetthe objectives of the Thatcher administration from 1979 onwards. Private

sectorhouse holding has been brought into the area on the back of public sector

landreclamation and environmental improvement, supported in the early stages

byvariousgrants and subsidies. (Brindley, T. Rydin, Y. Stoker, G. 1996,)
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Fig. 6.14. New housing is attracting

people back to the East-End.

Fig. 6.13. Demolition of old buildings in the

East-End as part of the Glasgow Eastern Area

Renewal Project.

For the Glasgow Eastern Area Renewal Project, a substantial £400 million of

publicexpenditure went on land and property related schemes over the period

1976-86. Nearly two thirds of the total was invested in housing. This helped to

rehabilitate and modernize the existing stock and to provide a wider range of

newhousing opportunities, both for current residents and for people returning to

the area from other parts of the city. Additional public expenditure was on

environmental improvements such as stone cleaning, street scaping, clearing

obsolete buildings, and upgrading derelict and abandoned land. Coordinated

with the housing rehabilitation, this went some way towards altering popular

perceptionsof the East End. It was also one of the factors that attracted private

housebuilders to the area for the first time, making it possible for residents who

wantedto buy their own new homes in the district to do so.

GlasgowEastern Area Renewal Project had a number of other positive effects.

Therewas a definite improvement in housing standards and amenities for most

residentsas a result of the refurbishment program. Public organizations involved

intheproject ensured that people were consulted more extensively than is often

thecasein urban renewal schemes. People on low incomes were not priced out

of the area, because the cost of the improvements was met largely by public

subsidyand most houses stayed in public (council and housing association)

ownership.They were still allocated according to need rather than ability to pay.
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A more fundamental limitation was the inability of the project to make much

impact on the underlying economic situation. Substantial resources were

directed towards housing and physical renewal, but less was done to strengthen

the local economy or, more to raise the skills and incomes of local people. Job

losses in the area continued after GEAR was established, and at a pace faster

even than in the rest of Glasgow. Local unemployment rose continuously during

the life time of the project, as it did throughout the city. Recent research has

established that GEAR had no noticeable effect on economic decline nor on the

employment prospects of local residents. However, a range of grants and

incentives, such as LEGUP (Local Enterprise Grants for Urban Projects), have

beenused to assist business in GEAR.

"Only little efforts was made to recruit and train unemployed local labor. People

who were not in a position to look for jobs, such as pensioners, lone parents,

sickand disable people, needed improved welfare benefits, which on the whole

they did not receive. For these and other low income groups having difficulty

affording basic needs such as heating, the better physical environment was a

limitedachievement. Gentrification has been avoided in much of Glasgow, but

has occurred in many improvement areas within more prosperous cities". (

Turok, I. 1992, p.361)

Theattraction of private sector investment in fields other than housing has been

severelylimited. Also two points were disappointing; the first is in the provision

ofshoppingfacilities, where private sector willingness to invest has been limited,

nodoubt a reflection of the weak state of the local economy and low income

levelsin the area. The second is in the field of Transport. (Bnndley, T. Rydm, Y.

Stoker, G. 1996)
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5.2.2. Swansea, Wales

The Lower Swansea Valley, used to be a classic example of industrial

dereliction and wasteland. By the 1960s the city's employment base was

suffering structural change. The metals industries had closed, also the old North

and South Docks had closed, and the surrounding land was largely unused and

derelict. In 1961, 800 acres were covered by slag heaps, spoil and derelict

works. Revitalization of the city center, Lower Swansea Valley, central area

fringe and the seafront in the cornerstone of Swansea's program for

regeneration which is following fundamental changes in the local economy.

Development is proceeding fast. The central shopping area has been expanded,

and new recreation and sports facilities provided. A marina has been built. New

housing neighborhoods have been created, and an Enterprise Zone is rapidly

developing.

A high standard of design has been realized in most of these projects. The

lessonfrom Swansea is not solely about design solutions, it is about the role of

comprehensive planning and implementation in the establishment of major

projectsand the role they can play in revitalizing the city.

The program has been possible because of the physical opportunities, their

recognition and incorporation into a comprehensive regeneration strategy, a

politicalcommitment to, and public consensus on that strategy; and because of

widespread City Council and ownership and an aggressive and opportunistic

approachtowards implementation, in particular the use of public resources of

land,finance and skill to lever further public and private investment. The city of

Swanseaalso had a marketable product.

Re-useof the derelict core was fundamental to the citywide planning strategy_

Plansfor the area saw it as an assets of attracting new and consolidating

existing,industrial and commercial investment and for encouraging housing and
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recreation development. More than this it was seen as an opportunity to

reorganize the city's spatial structure to provide a diverse, rich core for the

suburban communities, and an opportunity to enhance to overall environmental

quality and an character of the city. The aim has been to create something

special; such as, five interrelated parks: Enterprise Park, Leisure Park, City

Park, Maritime Park and Riverside Park.

Successful revitalization needs based on local needs and opportunities. It

requires commitment and also flexibility on details to enable response to new

opportunities and changing circumstances. In Swansea the plan has been

comprehensive but the implementation opportunistic. All forms of public finance

and investment have been sought. Government initiatives have been pursued,

partnerships with private sector have been made. There has been a corporate

approach.

Lower Swansea Valley has been resorted by a multiple approach carried

through by an entrepreneurial city administration. "Swansea has shown that

whilst in recent years it has become very fashionable to criticize town planning,

a comprehensive but adaptive planning framework is a significant element in the

revitalizationprocess". (Osborne, T. 1986, p.128).

5.3. France

The problem of urban renewal is not new in France. Many regulating orders

have been established in the course of centuries to solve this problem.

Contradictionsof wealth and impoverishment are startlingly clear in major cities.

In Paris, the enduring legacy of President Mitterand, lies not in the politics of

socialreconciliation but in monumental architecture such as the Loure's pyramid

ofglassby I.M. Pei and the giant office complex, the Grand Arch at La Defense.

Butsweeping vistas of space and grandiose buildings contrast sharply with

severeproblems of poor housing and joblessness. Chief victims are vulnerable

groupsof Parisians. Many are denizens of congested older quarters and low



wage immigrant African, Afro Caribbean, North African residents of

"insalubrious" slums, hostels, and isolated public housing estates on the l.Irban

periphery.

Early in 1996, the French Prime Minister, Alain Juppe, put forward a plan to

boost700 deprived areas with a subsidy of 15 billion francs, making it one of the

largest French state projects in history. Reports says that the riots and unrest in

the suburbs and some of the worst slums of Paris and French cities last year

wasa crucial factor in his decision.

5.3.1. La Defense, Paris

LaDefense - EPAD (Independent organ operating under public law charged with

the development of the La Defense region) which established in 1958 is an

industrialand commercial body instructed by the government to develop the vast

La Defense region (750ha). It acts on behalf of central government and local

authorities in carrying out town planning studies and executing the major

necessaryinfrastructures works.

Ratherthan constructing buildings, it sells the construction rights to investors.

This represents its main source of finance. The EPAD ensures the financial

managementof the operation. It is involved in local developments and financially

participatesin major operations such as the Grand Arche and the extension to

themetro. It is currently involved in the underground construction of the A 14

motorway.

TheEPAD is run by an administrative board in which central government and

localauthorities are represented in equal numbers. Central government has

always expressed its desire' to complete the La Defense operation in

collaborationwith the private sector and local authorities without any contribution

beingmade by the tax payer.
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The first blocks appeared on the skyline in 1965. Having acquired the sites,

occupied by some 9000 housing units and several hundred industrial and artisan

establishments, the EPAD rehoused around 25000 people and created an

industrial zone.

In 1970, the construction of the RER rail link placed Arc de Triomphe at four

minutes distance from La Defense and demands for office space began to

multiply. In 1972, the tower blocks fell into disrepute. The oil crisis and over

production of office spaces had a particularly negative effect on La Defense.

In 1978, the La Defense plan was adapted to meet new company requirements

anda third generation of more economic, naturally lit buildings incorporating the

latest technologies was born. Although officially completed in 1988, central

government extended the EPAD development program through to the end of

1992.The Grand Arche completed in 1989.

In 1990, the EPAD was given an important task that the extending the Great

Axisfrom the center of Paris to La Defense westward to the Seine through the

GrandArche. In 1995, Quartier Valmy, located on the other side of the ring road,

providing office space for small and medium size companies. (Info Defense,

1993,Paris)

LaDefense is now the largest business park in Europe. Its economic power is

knownand recognized throughout the world. Of the nearly 110000 people

working there, over half hold executive positions. The 1200 companies

employingstaff, including a large number small and middle sized companies,

havea shared turnover equivalent to that of French national budget. Fourteen of

thetwenty largest French companies have their head offices in La Defense.

Thirteenof the fifty largest groups in the world, such as IBM, Mobil, Apple,

BritishTelecom, Hoechst, etc. have offices at La Defense.
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La Defense is not often thought of as a resident area. Nevertheless, 20000

people live in the Business Park and 15000 in the Quartier du Parco New

housing areas located around extension to the Great Axis will be built in the near

future.

La Defense was created in 1958 with the construction of an architectural

masterpiece, the CNIT, with its curved, floating roof delicately resting on three

load points. Its latest monument, the Grand Arche, is also a great architectural

masterpiece. its perfect cube weighs 300000 tons, that is to say 30 times the

massof the Eiffel Tower. Its surface is covered by 5 acres of marble panels and

6 acres of glass, creating an impression of extraordinary purity. The interior of

the cube could envelope the Champs-Elysees in the breath and Noter Damein

height.

Betweenthese two extremes, three generation of tower blocs designed by some

of the world's greatest architects, have succeeded one another. The tower

blocks increased in height to 200 m, based on American standards. (Info

Defense, 1993,)

Parisis a city which has the biggest tourism income with approximately $60

millionper year. And La Defense has an important amount in that income.

5.4. Spain

5.4.1. Madrid

TheCity of Madrid had large slum areas stemming from the immigration from

ruralareas in the 1950s and 60s. To improve living conditions, a broad based

programto transform these run-down areas and provide affordable housing was

begun.While the initial policy stemmed from the municipality, citizens groups

andneighborhood associations were organized and have since taken over the
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planning process. The renovation process has affected 30 suburbs, amounting

to 38,000 dwellings and 150,000 persons.

At the end of the 70s the South-eastern periphery of Madrid was a model of

southern mega city rather than a modern European city, surrounded by suburbs

without any urban amenities that were gathering an increasing rural population

(around 150.000 persons) which lived mainly as hired labor for the construction

sector.

The process for remodeling the dwellings began with a reaction to an urban

renewalplan that included the expulsion of current residents. Land areas which

were initially peripheral had gained centrality in the course of time, increasing

the expectations of real estate agents with speculative interests. The move to

relocatecurrent residents to even further out-lying areas to allow for rebuilding

of higher priced buildings is one consequence of those types of this

phenomenon. This provoked the persons who were to be affected. The Madrid

neighborhood associations started a powerful movement in favour of the

dwellings.Within the framework of the democratic transition in Spain, this led to

thedevelopment of a process as singular for its public participation and public

neighborhoodcontrol as for its dimensions.

The essential features of the remodeling of Madrid can be characterized

superficiallyas follows: renovation efforts which are wholly protagonised by the

neighborhood associations movement in Madrid that reached its climax

preciselyas a function of this process; the permanence of the residents of the

shacksand officially ruined dwellings is guaranteed to stay on the same ground

whichthey formerly occupied, without recourse to any expulsion process; the

temporary relocation of people is being handled by the neighborhood

associations; the neighborhood organizations control the construction of

dwellingsand suburbs; new dwellings are being built and handed over to those

wholive in the area after the old swellings are torn down in order to prevent



problems of occupation and generation of new uncontrolled demands; a tight

relation between neighborhood organization and technicians is being built up;

the rapidity of the process (less than a decade) that is the equivalent of building

a medium-sized town; the model of built city, under the principle of building

dwellings by creating an entire city; the acquisition of a new dwelling does not

exceed in any case 10 % of the renting family's income, and the rest is

supported by the city administration.

The city administration acquired the necessary rights to the land and financed

the renovation process. In the case of Vallecas, where the dimension of the

renovationwas tremendous (12,000 dwellings and almost 40,000 beneficiaries),

a mediating body was created - OREVASA. This body, of mixed type, is formed

of the administration and the residents (the latter being in the majority). The

management of OREVASA allows that the remodeling in Vallecas is done in the

timeand place foreseen, using adequate financial instruments.

Thefinancing is being done in the following way: the neighbors contribute a 5%

entry fee. The administration then contributes up to 20 % and provides low

interest loans over a 20 year span for the remaining 75 %. In Vallecas,

OREVASAis designing a financing model based upon agreements with financial

entities in which the residents buy the land where the shacks once stood in

exchangefor favorable interest payments for new dwellings.

The renovation can be seen as a success, when evaluating it globally In

referenceto the objectives of:

• providing adequate housing;

• keeping the people on the colonized land;

• creatinga city by using criteria of urban quality.

• vertical integration and social cohesion;

• a basic coverage of basic needs;

• improvement of the quality of, education, health, culture, and leisure;
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• development of intense processes of social participation;

• development of a directive role for residents' associations;

• total access to information and influence on the decision making processes.

Although these objectives have been achieved, new problems arise for the

residents once the economic crisis is taken into account, and the lack of an

integration scheme that socially integrates the residents - not only through their

dwelling requirements but through education, employment and other programs.

Among the aspects of the renovation process that could be improved are, first of

all, that housing policy alone does not resolve all the problems if it is not linked

to a program of integration - a city cannot be made without making citizens.

Secondly, the need to integrate more strongly environmental aspects in order to

generatea city on the way towards sustainability

5.5. Germany

After World War " the tremendous demand for housing in Europe was met

mainlythrough new construction. Most of the construction was in the form of

publichousing at the fringes of the central cities, where undeveloped land was

availablefor large housing estates. In West Germany the new estates, which

variedin capacity from 25000 to 75000 residents, were criticized increasingly for

theirmonotony. A change in policy began with the urban improvement act in

1971. Its main purpose was urban renewal in those areas.

Amongthe variety of goals pursued by the local jurisdictions, three are typical;

• to improve housing conditions, for lower class residents of the inner city,

• to attract middle and upper classes to inner city residential areas,

• to improve the infrastructure of those areas.

Thegoalof attracting the middle and upper classes to inner city areas actually is

a composite of two contributing goals; Reducing their out migration to the

suburbsand including them to move back to the city.
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Since the latter goals require high quality dwellings at high rents, urban renewal

has been criticized as "luxury modernization" that displaces the elderly and

poorer households and reduces the total housing supply in the renewal area.

Ernpiri~1 d~ta from Munich, Cologne and Frankfurt support that view.

In the late 1970~ l)rt;n3nrenewal program~ were ~l)pported by three trend~.

• First, less federal financing was available for large new housing estates.

• Sec.::ong,along with criticism of the new estates came a change in esthetical

values, a nostalgia for old buildings and facades, reinforcing the conservation

- restoration trend.

• Third, by the end of the decade there was a considerable shortage of low

rent housing in big cities, especially affecting larger families and foreign labor

households. Modernization of the old housing stock was judged to be a less

costly way to overcome the shortage than new construction.( Hass-klau, C.

1986, Berlin)

5.5.1. Kreuzberg, Berlin

The Kreuzberg district covers an area of 10 km2 and is one of the twenty

districtsof West-Berlin and about half of the Kreuzberg's boundaries are part of

theBerlin Wall. After the total political separation between East and West Berlin

in1949,West Berlin became the "shopfront" of the Western world.

Theprime need was to create a new city center because the traditional center

was left at the East. Over sixty architects from fourteen countries created "the

NewBerlin of the 1950' s".

Thefist urban renewal program was announced in 1963. From the mid 1970s

urbanrenewal became an important facto in Berlin's local government politics.

Up io 1980 Berlin had built 17000 new tenement flats in the urban renewal

areas,but 35000 flats were still awaiting demolition. Demolition was still the

preferredmethod of "improving" the urban environment. From 1976 onwards
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Berlin moved away from area wide to small scale demolition. Urban planners

engaged in the rehabilitation of one area in Charlottenburg tried to set effective

new standards for urban renewal. Demolition of the old housing area was to a

large extent replaced by modernization and improvement of the street

environment. Participation of the inhabitants became the decisive factor of a

"soft" ~rban renewal program.

From the end of the 1960s, foreign workers and their families, especially Turkish

workers, moved increasingly into Kreuzberg. They found homes in houses which

were under threat of demolition and were often in appalling conditions. From the

middle of the 1970s, the proportion of Turks rose nearly 40 per cent in some

parts of Kreuzberg. Turkish families soon started their own Turkish shops,

restaurants and small scale manufacturing activities. These activities intensified

with higher unemployment rates in Berlin which affected the foreign workers

severely_

In 1978 the Berlin government announced a new international building exhibition

(IBA) to be completed for 1987. Its theme was to be; "the Inner City as a

ResidentialArea". The IBA organization was responsible for coordination of the

differentprojects; it can carry out research, organize seminars or conferences.

Over the years, the traditional urban renewal practice of demolishing cheap

tenementflats (or leaving them empty until the machinery would demolish them)

had effect. By 1981, 20000 tenement flats were empty, and 80000 people were

looking for housing. By January 1981, 167 houses were illegally occupied.

Police started to eject squatters and during one demonstration ha1f of the

KurfOrstendammshop fronts were demolished. As a result of those violent the

CityParliament passed a program of immediate help for the improvement of the

emptytenement flats and supported self-help activities of groups who wanted to

modernizehouses and flats.
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Fig.5.15. Polystyrene sheets are mounted

On building walls.

Fig.5.16. New playground in the

Courtyard.

The district of Kreuzberg became famous because it was successful in fighting

against bureaucrats and traditional urban renewal. It developed a whole set of

political and social self help organizations which set of politic land social self

help organizations which set new standards in urban renewal thinking. But one

has to be clear about one fact: most of the traditional residents moved away a

longtime ago. What was left were the poor and increasing number of foreigners.

5.5.2. Hamburg

Hamburg is the biggest city in Germany after Berlin. Like all German cities

Hamburg has lost population recently. Between 1970 and 1985 its population

decreased by 12 percent. Population loss in general and to the suburbs in

particular, led Hamburg's Department of Housing to expand urban renewal

programs for the inner city after 1976. The programs comprise demolition,

modernization, new construction, improvements in the physical environment,

andsome additional infrastructure.

One of the goals of the renewal program is to promote migration of young

Germanfamilies, preferably to those who now live in the suburbs, to Hamburg

innercity. This migration is supposed to retain land in residential use - as
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opposed to conversion into office space - and achieve more efficient use of

Inner City public infrastructure.

Fig.5.16.Ariel photo from Hamburg. Fig.5.17. Large housing development

In Hamburg

Asthe results of the researches about those renewal programs that, the social

characteristics and motives of people who move to the suburbs are different

fromthose of people who move back to the city. Generally the literature shows

thata household of the former type is older, has at least one child, and has an

incomeabove average. Such households primary motives for moving are lack of

adequate housing in the central city and opportunity to obtain better

environmentalqualities and home ownership in the suburbs. In contrast back to

thecity movers are young and more likely unmarried. They choose the central

locationfor the shorter distances to place of work, schools, stores, restaurants,

bars,cultural and entertainment facilities and friends.

Althoughurban renewal increases the quality of housing in the inner city, all

renewalstudies in Germany have shown that there are fewer dwellings in the

areaafter renovation or rehabilitation than there were before. Thus urban

renewalhas no direct influence on back to the city migration, though it may have

a small indirect influence by discouraging households from moving to the

suburbs.
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On the other hand, to increase housing opportunities in the inner city for

relatively affluent groups, who are the more easily attracted there, would be

done at the risk of displacing lower class residents, and that conflicts with local

planning authorities' social policy of using urban renewal to provide housing for

low income families. (Friedrichs, j. 1987).

5.6. South Korea

5.6.1. Seoul

In Seoul, the government getting out of the business of active redevelopment.

Urban development in South Korea has been extensive, reflecting the

tremendous rates of urbanization experience in the country. Between 1937 and

1984,13984 hectares of land in Seoul have gone through land readjustment and

redevelopment, accounting for 40 per cent of the total urbanized land area in the

metropolitan area. Redevelopment has eliminated over 60000 slum dwellings

and, as a result, slum housing has declined from 32 to 11 percent of the city's

totalhousing stock.

In the early years, before the Korean conflict, projects were financed largely

throughgovernment budgets and allotments from land owners. Until the 1980s,

the government's Korea Land Development Corporation (KLDC) played a

centralrole in executing residential development projects.

In the 1980s, middle class resistance to heavy handed public sector renewal

projectsforced the government to alter its urban renewal and redevelopment

policies.Now residential redevelopment is initiated by private property owner

associations(unions). To implement redevelopment programs, property owners

froma land owner's association or union. If two thirds of the property owners in

theareaagree to participate in the redevelopment then the union is given power

of eminent domain. However, these powers are not often used and owners

negotiatewith reluctant neighbors to join the scheme. It is common practice for
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these reluctant owners to be compensated so that they support redevelopment

projects. When there is a full support for the redevelopment scheme to the Seoul

Metropolitan Government for approval.

The redevelopment law provides that compensation be paid to qualified tenants

who are forced to relocate. The compensation can take two forms; placement in

a public housing unit or compensation to cover additional cost. As of 1991, the

Seoul metropolitan government had over 6000 housing units available in 13

suburban districts which may be allocated to displaced residents. Ten SMG

housing are required to receive a dwelling settlement expense payment. Based

on the average monthly per capita housing expense of Seoul residents, each

household member is to receive three months' compensation. In addition, each

household receives compensation for moving expenses.

Urban Redevelopment in Seoul is market driven with the government providing

little in the way of direct subsidies. "Compensation of land and housing is

negotiated and based on market determined values. Displaced tenants are

provided with modest relocation assistance and are expected to pay market

rates for their new units. In no case do they receive in-kind compensation". (

Dowall, D. 1994, p.1497)

5.7. Singapore

In Singapore in 1959, over 250000 people lived in dilapidated pre-war housing

and300000 people occupied shacks and huts. Most of the slum areas were in

andaround the central area and were covered by rent control. Most units were

severelydilapidated and slum land ownership was highly fragmented, making

landassembly difficult.

Large scale redevelopment In Singapore began during the 1960s and still

continues, in modified from, today. Control of land is obtained through

Singapore's Compulsory Land Acquisition powers. Under the law URA can

acquire land for public purpose, owners of to be acquired properties cannot
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challenge the acquisition process. They can, however, challenge the level of

compensation offered for the properties.

The acquisition process is complemented by a resettlement program. In

principle, every household requiring relocation IS offered altemative

accommodation. In 1957, a Resettlement Department was established to handle

relocation and resettlement. Since its inception, 230000 resettlement cases

have been cleared. Sitting tenants are served notice of the intention of

redevelop their area and they offered the choice of moving to another rental flat,

or the purchase of a new unit. There is never any guarantee that the sitting

tenant will be permitted to retum to the site. If they opt to purchase a flat, they do

not get a price discount, and the interest rate and the term of the mortgage are

the same for another qualified Singapore citizens.

Compare to Hong Kong and Seoul, Singapore has the most effective

resettlement program. Affected households in public housing redevelopment

projectsare provided with the option of taking either replacement rental housing,

or purchasing a new unit. Households having huts and improvements are

providedwith cash compensation for the loss of their assets and they receive a

disturbance I transport allowance. The system of compensation seems to be

well received and there is a high incidence of households opting to purchase

new units. Between 1974 and 1985, the percentage of all redevelopment

resettlementhouseholds opting to purchase new units increased from 69 to 92

percent.

By combining an effective resettlement program with an aggressive housing

deliverysystem, the govemment of Singapore has made impressive strides in

urbanredevelopment. It has been able to skillfully balance public, community

andprivate sector interests. Over the past decade, its redevelopment efforts

havesought to stand on their own financial bottom and govemment no longer
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channels deep subsidies into projects. As a result, redevelopment in Singapore

is now market driven. ( Dowall, D. 1994)

5.8. China

Out of the most wrenching problems faced by "transition economies" is how to

deal with housing and urban redevelopment problems. People's Republic of

China has staggering housing shortages and urgent needs to modernize its

cities. Urban housing in China is overcrowded, poorly equipped and very bad

conditions. The typical urban household has 6.84 sq. m of living space per

person and over 30 per cent of urban households have 4 sq. m per person.

Nearly 8 per cent of households are classified as "inconvenienced", meaning

that some household members must share bedrooms with other family

members. On average, 45 per cent of urban households have water taps

available for their exclusive use. Many neighborhoods are severely blighted and

pose serious health risks to residents. Despite the impressive levels of new

housingconstructions in Chinese cities, there is still a massive job to be done to

redevelopinner city areas.

Chinese urban redevelopment policy IS governed by following four key

principles;

• in-kind versus cash compensation for housing,

• maximization of on-site provision of replacement housing,

• developer exaction for the provision of community facilities,

• imposition of fees and taxes on the redevelopment projects.

Thehigh incidence of in-kind and on-site resettlement, heavy requirements for

theprovision of community facilities at no cost to local district governments, and

thepayment of numerous fees, taxes and charges make it difficult for real estate

developmentcorporations to undertake redevelopment projects. Unless they are
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permitted to redevelop cleared sites at substantially higher densities, projects

are financially feasible only if the price of commodity housing or commercial

space can be aggressively marked up to provide enough revenue to carry the

cost of project development, including the vision of replacement housing.

The most critical determinant of the financial determinant of the financial

feasibility of redevelopment projects is how the owners and tenants of

demolished housing are compensated. The key dimensions of compensation

include: the size, quality and location of the replacement housing; and in the

case of on-site replacement of dwellings, whether temporary accommodation is

provided. In virtually all cities in China, redevelopment begins with careful and

protracted negotiations between current tenants and the real-estate

development company over property compensation. While practices vary from

city to city, the principles are similar and are dictated by municipal or provincial

statute.

In most cases, compensation provided to households located in these areas is

made on an in-kind basis and rarely reflects the economic value of either the

demolished or newly provided units. It is quite common that the value of

replacement units far exceeds those of demolished units. Because the emphasis

on in-kind contributions and the concept of exchanging property rights as

opposed to financial compensation, resettlement and relocation payments are

biasedheavily in favour of the sitting tenant. The financial implications of in-kind

contributions are enormous and undermine the financial feasibility of the

redevelopment project.

To compound problems, most cities require or encourage the provIsion of

replacementhousing on-site. Since redevelopment policies provide for in-kind

replacementof demolished housing with no payments provided to the existing

ownersand require developers to build and transfer substantial new public

facilitiesat no cost to local and district governments, all redevelopment projects
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are financed through the sale of new commodity housing and commercial space

produced on the site. By forcing developers to provide on-site replacement

current government policies represses the financial feasibility of potential

redevelopment projects; the more on-site replacement housing a must provide,

the fewer units the developer can sell to recover costs.

In most redevelopment projects, households are provided with on-site

replacement housing. Such a policy is extremely burdensome for several

reasons. If a site has a higher potential use, say for commercial offices or retail

facilities, it will always be financially advantageous to resettle households off

site, since all space in the project could be sold at considerably high prices. But

even under circumstances where the new housing units are replaced and where

the sales price of commodity housing in such projects strictly limited to cost

recovery,off-site resettlement may still be advantageous.

If off-site replacement housing can be provided for sitting tenants less

expensively than on-site provision, relocation will always be financially

advantageous. Off-site replacement costs are usually lower per square meter

than on-site cost because off-site projects are usually lower density (6 story

versushigh rise), built with lower cost materials, utilize low-cost suburban land

anddo not require the provision of temporary housing. In order to implement

successfully off-site relocation, real estate development companies offer a

variety of inducement is to increase the allocation of replacement space to

households electing to relocate. For example; in Shanghai and Guangzhou,

households agreeing to relocate to suburban areas are provided 20 to 30

percentmore space.

China's urban developers must provide replacement housing, community

facilitiesand pay various fees and taxes for the right to redevelop property.

Administrativerules for providing replacement housing simply do not in any way

mirrorlocational or market factors which determine market prices, and there is
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ample evidence that many very run down residential blocks cannot be

redeveloped because the shadow or administratively determined prices exceed

the current site value of the property in its highest and best post-redevelopment

use. Residential developments simply can not proceed because current

regulations make it too expensive.

In market economies, redevelopment occurs when a site's economic value,

when developed into a new use, is higher than the current value of the site and

the improvements on it. ( Dowal/, D. 1994)

5.9. India

5.9.1. Indore City

The growth of Indore as a commercial centre resulted in a influx of migrants,

most of whom settled into slums along the banks of the Khan and Sarawati

rivers located in the heart of the city. The urban sewerage system served only

five percent of the city's population; untreated sewage and solid waste were

discharged directly into the rivers, creating unhygienic conditions. The Slum

Networking of Indore City is a community-based sanitation and environmental

improvement programme that regards urban slums not as resource-draining

liabilitiesbut as opportunities to make sust9inable changes and improvements to

thecity as a whole. Devised and pioneered by the engineer Himashu Parikh, the

successand sustainability of the networking concept was made possible by

bringing together communities, governments, NGOs, and industry for its

implementation. Parikh took advantage of the location of 183 of Indore's slums

to introduce an efficient infrastructure path for sewerage, storm drainage and

fresh water services that followed the natural river courses. These

improvements were realised through innovative and low-cost Engineering

solutionsand implemented at two levels: at the city level, a main sewarage

arterywas constructed along the riverbank, at the slum level, dwellers paid for
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and built their own private toilets with connections to water and sewerage lines.

As an incentive, a state government ordinance gave the slum dwellers long-term

land leases. Improved roads, water services, sewage treatment, the cleaning of

the rivers, the installation of street lights and the building of community halls led

to dramatic improvement of the quality of life in the slums. Earlier projects had

provided community toilets and washrooms, but sharing such facilities gave rise

to communal riots and women who frequented the toilets were often subjected

to rape or assault. By upgrading the houses and equipping them with individual

toilets and washrooms, the slums are now virtually crime free.

Fig.5.18.Slum Networking Of Indore City, Fig.5.19. Indore City

Theslum are now virtually crime free. The slum Networking of Indore City has

transformed the environment and improved the quality of life by providing a

clean and liveable habitat for its citizens. Himashu Parikgraduated from

Cambridge University, where he obtained both his bachelors and masters

degreesin engineering sciences with honours. In 1982, Mr. Parikh established

Himanshu Parikh Consulting Engineers in Ahmedabad, India. The practice

offers consultancy services in urban planning, infrastructure design and

environmentalupgrading with an emphasis on urban low-income areas. He has

heldvarious positions outside his practise, including professor at the school of

Planningand Technology in Ahmedabad, and visiting lecturer at the Human
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settlements management Institute in Delhi. Mr. Parikh has been the recipient of

several awards including the Fazlur Khan International travelling Fellowship for

excellence in structural engineering in 1985, the united Nations world Habitat

Award for Urban DevEJltopment in 1993, and the Habitat " Best Practice

recognition for Slum Networking in 1996.

Technical Data:

Client: Indore Development Authority

Planners: Himashu H. Parikh

Funding and Monitoring: United Kingdom Overseas Development Administration

Design : 1987 to 1995

Construction: 1989 and ongoing

Numberof slums: 183

Totalslum area: 800 to 1000 hectares

Numberof households covered: 80,000

Populationcovered: over 500,000

Cost:INR 600 million(US$ 15,600,000)
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6.1. Rehabilitation Projects

6.1.1. Ye,kep Urban Design and Rehabilitation Project

Squatter housing firstly appeared at the 1950s, as a result of rapid urbanization.

Those people, who immigrate to the large cities from the countryside, built their

own squatter houses for accommodation. Preventation or control of this new

formation had been neglected by the central and local governments and further,

they had seen as a vote potential. Day by day squatter houses around the city

ruined the city life, its environment and aesthetics. Also, the exemption and

amnestylegislation let them grow more and more speedily. Ironically today more

than half of the housing units is squatter housing in the Turkish metropolitan

cities.

While entering to a new urbanization era, rapid urbanization to the stable

urbanization,the squatter problems have started to be seen as a primary urban

problem,and urban regeneration has been seen as a sufficient method or tool to

overcomethat giant problem. Taking in to consideration of the past regeneration

experiences in the squatter zones, we should feel that we must find out new

formulations. Firstly squatter problems tried to be solved by improvement

development plans. But those types of plans caused more problems at the

renewal process. Secondly, piecemeal developer oriented renewal caused

newlybuilt but also dilapidated and areas with lack of green spaces and car

parks,recreation spaces, etc. A big amount of rehabilitation development plans

eithercould not be implemented or realized new problem sites.

InAnkara Ye~kep project, a new approach have taken into consideration. In

$entepe17000 squatter houses had been exempted in 1983 and with the

rehabilitationdevelopment plan, they gained four-story building construction

permit.But not enough attraction to that site caught the attention of the

developers.Because of the lower profits for the developers and de-fragmented

ownership,only a few squatters redeveloped into the apartment blocks. Contrary
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to that many squatter owners had added new components to their buildings

illegally.

Fig.6.1.Ye~kep Rehabilitation Project Fig.6.2. Aerial Photo from $entepe.

All those problems attracted Chamber of City Planners attention to the $entepe.

Chamber of City Planners provided the participation of $entepe inhabitants and

Yenimahalle municipality to the Ye~kep Urban Design and Rehabilitation Project.

Thegoals of this project were;

• Determining the needs of the quarter by analyzing the existing building and

legal situations.

• Proposing an alternative transformation model for $entepe and the other similar

quarters.

• Providing participation for the inhabitants so that they can put their needs into

the project and have knowledge about environment, and project organization.

• Proposing an alternative low-rise redevelopment approach, contrary to high rise

redevelopment and rehabilitating the squatters and integrate them into the

sustainable environment.
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• Providing an alternative that conserves the housing stock that even how

much it can be dilapidated.

• Providing a discussion platform between the scholars and practitioners that

whose interest area related to that subject.

In Ye~kep project, a great importance had been given to the urban design. This

project can be called as a first project that brings out urban design concept to

the urban rehabilitation development plans. And shows that urban design is not

a planning tool only suitable for holiday villages or recreation areas or central

business districts, and also an important tool for rehabilitation of squatter areas.

Fig.6.3. Ye~kep Rehabilitation Project Fig.6.4. The women learnt the skills that

their need for the job by taking a

course.

One of the most important elements of the project was participation in every

stage of the process. And a wide range of participation from inhabitants to

universities, local and central government to NGOs tried to be provided for the

project. The project still goes on but not any particular positive results or

implementation of the project had been seen yet.
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6.2. Redevelopment Projects

6.2.1. Dikmen Valley Redevelopment Project

Dikmen Valley Project is one of the multi dimensional urban renewal projects

and is an important component of the Ankara metropolitan area cultural and

recreational system. A study for the project has started by October 1989, and is

still continuing. This project is the biggest squatter settlement renewal project.

In this valley there were 2000 squatter dwellings and approximately 10000

people had lived.

The major objectives of the project are defined as;

• To maintain cultural, recreational, commercial and social center which will

serve the whole city and become a well planned contemporary urban part of

the city,

• To generate a green corridor including open and recreational areas which

make important contributions to elimination of the inadequacy of open and

green spaces in Ankara,

• To provide healthy and high quality housing areas with upgraded urban

technical and social infrastructure by using basically self financing

mechanisms and participatory planning approaches,

• To identify all the stake-holders and to give them right to participate in

processes of the project as they are influenced from this change directly or

indirectly,

• To operate public private sector collaboration.

The Ankara Greater Municipality has designed an inter organizational

collaborationmodel. Metropol imar Joint Stock Company has been established
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by the local governments as a jointly owned company in order to take care of the

project preparation and urban management processes. The reason behind this

collaboration is that problems in the valley require the resources of several

stakeholders - those individuals, groups and organizations, because they are

directly affected by actions of the others. (Kova nCI, P. 1996)

Fig.6.5. Location of Valleys in Ankara.

About2200 squatters existed in the valley. About 1500 of these squatters were

builtbefore 1985 over either public or private land. They benefited from the 1985

AmnestyLaw for unlicensed constructions and therefore constitute the figure for

whichthe Municipality has to consider resettlement in the project area.

Thepeople presently living in the valley shall benefit from a general upgrading of

theirliving conditions. For the people who live on the two side of the valley, the

projectwill create a beautiful front yard. They will provide by new urban facilities

intheirimmediate vicinity. The valley has a very rigid barrier between two sides

wheretwo different income groups are settled. This severe segregation of social

groupsis further aggravated by the total lack of any physical spatial means of

connection.
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At the beginning the stakeholders did not want to participate to the renewal

schema, because for about 40 years the municipality wanted to remove the

inhabitants from there. But after a while they assured that the municipality now

consider their situation and tries to establish a schema that they can profit from

it. So mostly of them participated.

Fig.6.6. Housing Buildings in Dikmen

Valley Project.

Fig.5.? Play Garden.

In the structuring process, the project management company has designed the

plansand the programs. The project management company formed brochures

which describe the project are being distributed to the valley dwellers. Under

thesecircumstances valley dwellers have established cooperatives. Leaders of

cooperatives have been representing the dwellers. They discuss and make

decisions with the members of the municipality. For example dwellers have

givenpetitions to the municipality about the under organization of the institutions

duringthe demolition of the houses.

"Forthe people who constructed their squatters before 1985 legally deserved a

housingunit and they joined the schema. But the organization did not ignore the

tenantsand the people who built their squatters after 1985 and municipality

prepareda plot with infrastructure in another part of Ankara for those people to

build their own dwellings. As a result of housing policy of social democratic
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housing units in the project are planned according to the real necessity

of luxury consumption. And for financing of the squatter dwellings

tation some commercial units around the valley and culture bridge in the

of the valley are planned." (Ozbay, A. 1992, p.68)

01 imar Joint Stock company established with a collaboration of

pality, stakeholders and developers, but after a while 99% of the company

ed by the municipality. So one of the objective of the project that IS

ation now seems to be lost.

/1000 scale development plan approved by the City Council have

ined the type of developments in the Dikmen Valley. The table shows the

tion of land among different uses.

g
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22,99

14,5

3,46

2,18

0,93

0,59

7,69

4,85

103,49

65,26

20,02

12,62

158,58
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6.1. Land use in Dikmen Valley Project.

18 ha. of the area is the first application zone. The housing units line the

in two directions. One extending parallel to Yukan Ayrancl, Ho~dere

e and the other to Dikmen Avenue. There are eight apartment complexes.

the Yukan Ayranci section named Kardelen, Age1ya, Yasemin. There are

nt numbers of housing blocks in each complex; 4 in Kardelen, 4 in

min, 3 in Age1ya, 2 in igde, 5 in Palmiye, 3 in Itlr, 5 in KaYln and 3 in IIgln.

are two housing units at each blocks are 7-story each. The construction of

Dusing units, 178 are the original settlers of the area(44.06%), 134 are
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rented(33.17%), 9 had been sold to people from other parts of the city(2.23%),

66 are owned by the municipality(16.34%), 12 dwelling units are vacant(2.97%).

404 housing units had been built by Met-Ok JS Company, Dikmen Bridge and

housing towers had been built by GOnel in~aat JS Company, 1. and 2. regional

road, infrastructure had been built by OzgO in~aat Company.

Fig.6.8.Housing buildings in Dikmen Valley Project.

Despite many significant goals, objectives, and positive instruments of the

project preparation and urban management aspects, today the continuing

processis quite different from planned and desired process. The most important

indicator is the high rise and high density residential uses and the increased

supplyof luxury housing for speculative purposes. These speculative purposes

havechanged the general planned framework of the project. This attitude also

leads to a disintegration between existing housing pattern and planned

residentialareas. The project area has returned to be a speculative housing site

in the urban land market since a new administration was elected in 1994

(Kovancl, P. 1996).

6.2.2. Portakal Cieegi Valley Redevelopment Project

PortakalCigegi Valley is an area approximately 11 hectares, situated in the

proximity of high income residential areas, modern shopping centers and

embassybuildings in Ankara. The valley is at the southern and highest point of
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Ankara. The valley is at the southern and highest point of Ankara and joins a

series of valleys, that are Dikmen Valley, Segmenler Park, Botanik Garden. In

respect of the area Portakal Ci<;egi is the second largest valley in the region.

The first parcellation plan for Portakal Ci<;egiValley was made in 1950. Treasury

had owned almost all the valley before this plan. According to this plan, private

ownership had been increased. Increasing private ownership had encouraged

speculative activities. Before the project nearly two people who bought the land

for the speculative aims owned one quarter of the valley.

After 1950s by the rapid urbanization, many squatter housings appeared in the

valley. In 1970s the number of squatter settlements reached to a maximum

number. Then with the increasing land values and by the high income families,

who started to settle down around the valley. It caused squatter settlement

reduction. Luckily, because of the existing of the squatter houses private

landowners did not build any buildings. And then landowners waited with a

greater speculative aim, only people around the valley used their development

rights.

In 1985, all construction rights were cancelled and the whole valley was

designated as green area. However, this plan could not be implemented

becauseof lack of financial funds of the Municipality to effort the expropriation

costsand the lack of an alternative model to solve this problem. (Gokbulut, O.

1995).

Implementation of the conventional compulsory purchase was impossible for

Portakal Ci<;egi Valley. So instead of this conventional model the new

contemporary model should be the sharing of the profits that comes from the

project,and it is implemented in this project. Portakal Ci<;egi Urban Development

Projectis one of the green area projects of the municipality. Public and private

partnership had tried to be established by project management and land
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development. Also the model of this project is planned to be a self-financing

model.

Fig.6.10.Vacant lands: according to

Project proposed by Porta~.

In 1991, Porta~ Joint Stock Company was established. Porta~ had an

organization of land development, project management and urban renewal. 49%

of the equity is owned by the Municipality, the remaining 51% of the shares are

owned by the developer and the people possessing land in the area and

participating in the project, no single shareholders has a full majority. The

simplifiedproject process table is given below.

Thesuccess of the project depends on the consensus among different interest

groups.Therefore, the realization of this project involved a very long negotiation

period.The participating groups have different expectations about the project.

Themunicipality would like to create a contemporary cultural commercial center

andhigh quality housing and infrastructure in the valley. And also municipality

mainlywanted to implement the project without any compulsory purchases and

withoutinvesting big capital.
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PROJECT PROCESS J

lIIPLEMElITATIOIl
AIID COIlTROL

PROJECT IIAIIGEMElIT
TYPE

MODEL AIID
PRlllClPlES

CHOOSIIlG

THE DEVELOPER
AIID THE ADMllllSfRATORS

IIUlIIC1PAliTY
IIlHABITAIITS
DEVELOPER

Table6.2 : Project Process(Goksu, F. 1994)

The landowners wanted to share the profits that come from the project, and

being in the administration of the Project Company. The developer would be

involvedin realizing such a prestigious, profitable, complex urban project without

investinga big capital and without taking great risks. Squatter dwellers have no

legalrights and lived in an unhealthy environment so they wanted to get lots in

theplanned area. City dwellers wanted to obtain more green areas, abolishment

ofthe unwholesome infrastructure conditions in the area.

Themeetings with the landowners organized by the entrepreneur, planners and

projectmanagers showed the importance of the collaboration to obtain positive

and constructive solutions from the project. It took eight months to reach a

consensusamong these different interest groups.

"Three significant opportunities were provided for those squatter dwellers,

withoutmaking any difference between tenants and house owners. First of all

250 m2 lots were provided with complete infrastructure in the Karapurc;e. The

1/10 of the cost was to be paid in advance and the rest would be paid in

installmentwithin 10 91



installment within 10 years. Also sample design projects and building permits

given to them. Secondly, costs of demolition of their houses were immediately

paid to them. Lastly, the squatter dwellers were allowed to retain their wreckage.

They moved to their new houses in 20 days ".(Gokbuluf, O. p.75, 1995).

The expenses of project expenditures would be covered by the contractors. All

the investment up to then had been covered by the investor. The rents would be

distributed to the shareholders according to their shares. In other words the

rentswould be taken from the constructor in return for flats. This profit would

alsobe distributed to the shareholders. The estimated cost of the project in 1993

was45 million USD.

At the beginning landowners did not want to collaborate but after the

negotiations,landowners confidence had been strengthened and following basic

principlesof this negotiation established, and only two big landowners did not

participated;

• None of the landowners neither the municipality nor the persons allocated

any funds for the realization of the project, that is, the project would create its

ownfunds,
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• Treating each square meter of all the lots in the valley equally, disregarding

their location and any development right granted them in the past.

• Reducing the development ratio in the valley, however, compensating the loss

of the landowners by creating an environment with high urban standards and

high quality constructions.

• Maintaining 80% of the valley as a green area.

• A board of directors and auditing committee will be made up of the developer,

representative of the landowners and the members of the municipality.

• The property will be allocated to the shareholders through a points system

according to the Law of Apartment Ownership. For this allocation, priority of the

points from the smallest shares. The profit of Porta!? will be distributed

according to the percentage of the shares that are in proportion with the size of

the lots.

The landowners will receive a share from the gross area of buildings

corresponding to 0,50 of their lots plus a share from the corporate profit.

• Therealization of a cultural and commercial center to be open public usage.

Thisproject had been designed with a flexible and dynamic design approach.

Generalobjectives of the design are; (Goksu, F. 1994)

• At least 70% of the valley will be planned as green activities,

• Naturalwater flow will be preserved,

• Greenspaces will be planned to meet the recreative needs of Ankara citizens,

• The landscape design at the green space should be suitable for improving

climateof Ankara positively, such as arboretum, threes of Ankara etc.

• Therewill be a building (that is Ansera), which serves as a landmark,

• InAnsera there will be commercial and socia-cultural activities,

• Housingblocks will be luxury and will contain indoor car parks, swimming pools

squashsaloon, etc.
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• Transportation system will be integrative to the existing structures,

• Urban image points such as squares, urban terraces, valley entrances, urban

water falls, Urban stairs, etc. will be stressed in the project,

• General parking lots and urban infrastructures will be provided,

• Project will not only consider the project area, it will also tries to consider its

surrounding.

Threeconstruction firms under took the implementation of the project, one for

construction of building blocks, one for construction of landscape and one for

constructionof Ansera culture and commerce center. The construction was begun

in1992. The area of each residential unit would be 130-160 m2 in the block. 55

newdwelling units would be built in three apartment blocks and a few low rise

apartment blocks would be distributed to the landowners, municipality and

constructor.

OWNER NUMBER OFNUMBER OFAREAAREA
LOTS

SHARESM2M2

~unicipality

272758.75353

PrivatePerson

418046.39842.0

reasury

232.3342.0

i~Bankasl

333.6943.0

TOTAL

73111111.179100

Table6.3. Property Distribution Before The Project. Source: G6ksu, 1991.

"Thefinancing of the project wanted to be a self-financing one. But even for the

self-financingprojects there is a need for starting budget. In this project, until

Porta§established the Developer Company accepted to cover all the expenses.

AfterPorta~established, total 1,090,000 USD expenses had been covered by the

housingblocks Constructer Company and the rest of the expenses had been

coveredby the foreign loans". (Goksu, F. p.79, 1994).
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The project faced with vast reactions. The Chamber of Architects was applied

to the court and present plot ratio area changed from 1,20 to 0,60. After that

reduction all the shares in the company changed but the promises to the

squatter owners, tenants and landowners stayed still. Before the 1994 elections

the entrepreneur sold his share to the municipality, so he guaranteed his future

about the project. Also private shareholders transferred their shares to

municipality and got their title deeds. So all the shares of the firm owned by the

municipality. The project continued at the new municipal administration period.

6.2.3. GECAK ( Gecekondudan Cagda~ Konuta ) Project

Ge98k has been proposed by the Municipality of Cankaya for solving the

squatter housing problem. A model of building cooperative was supported.

Cooperatives were to solve the problems between property owners with share

differences. This project was put into application to be terminated on 25.7. 1993

Gel;ak Project was developed with three basic principles:

• To preserve the squatters in their existing locations;

• To change the urban structure;

• Organization of the squatters in cooperatives.

Inthis project the cooperatives and the municipality are the two parties coming

faceto face in all project discussions. Later a protocol was signed between the

Municipality of Cankaya and The Union of Building Cooperatives of Ankara

SquatterImprovement on the Existing Location on 4 March 1994.

The GECAK project has been applied in four different areas of intervention;

1. The old developed areas. (30-40 years residents). These parcels of land

would be transferred to the municipality. And then the dwellers organized in
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cooperatives. The residents become owners of housing units in the same

locations. Every squatter would own a dwelling unit. The municipality would

have land for the public services. Koza Street is an example to this type of

application of GECAK. In 1990, 90 housing units have been built, 600 more

will be added soon.

2. GECAK is applied to improvement areas. The properties of the squatters in

improvement areas are divided into shares with the municipality. There can

be 3-4 shares on a 800-1000 m2 plot of land. The municipality of Cankaya

applies GECAK in order to solve these problems. The Municipality gathers

the parcels and encourages people to organize in cooperatives. The

examples of this type of application are in Huzur, Ylldlz, Cevizlidere and

Cukurca.

3. A third application is in the squatter housing areas. Improvement plans have

been applied as in Karaplnar, G6kku~agl, $ehitler, Ata Neighborhoods. The

municipality gathers the parcels and urges people to organize in

cooperatives. The municipality has accelerated its 1/1000 plan revision in

order to transform these projects in the scale of parcels. This process

becomes more difficult than the previous two. This can be done with the help

of cooperatives.

4. The last GECAK area is the developed neighborhoods with low rate of

urbanization. These neighborhoods do not fit to a contemporary urban

structure. Cooperatives are seen as the only way of improving these areas.

Process of the GECAK Project;

I First, the projects are all large-scale projects. (2000 housing units.)

I Secondly, they work with big housing contractors like TEPE and MESA.

I Thirdly, they develop citizen participation in project evaluation within a

system of cooperatives.

I Fourthly, they give 90-100m2 houses. They satisfy the needs of people to

makethem live in a contemporary environment.
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• Fifth, They consider the social aspects of planning and this is reflected on the

area with the help of cooperatives. For instance in Dikmen Valley Project the

basic aim, creating a green area, improvement of the squatter houses was

an auxiliary aim. Dikmen Valley project lack of this consider social aspects.

• Sixth, They try to give houses to the participants. In other word the dwelling

unit which will be sold to a person mostly from another income group by a

contractor and the dwelling unit of the squatter will be close to each other,

sometimes in the same apartment block. This will prevent ghetoization.

• Lastly, they do not think that project participants will sell their houses.

Because they have made a lot of meetings, 2-3 times a week in order to

make these people devoted to this area.

Occasionally, all squatters in the project areas are willing to participate. There

are one or two people who did not accept to be organized in a cooperative.

These people were relocated in an improvement area by the municipality.

As a matter of fact, squatter housing areas appear to be most problematic areas

. transition areas show different characteristics from squatter housing areas.

1. They compose of apartment blocks rather than 1-2 storey houses, in this

respect their renewal is more difficult.

2. Their populations can not be organized easily.

3. There are different values, therefore, those areas are not easy to manage

under an administrative structure.

High-rise buildings constructed through build-and-sell type of housing. On the

other hand, squatter housing areas were created with the aim of owning a

shelter, transform to be areas of rent with the entrance of build-and-sell of

construction into the area. In fact, housing is a basic need. It becomes the

subjectof speculation.
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As a result, our examples show , the local governmental action can channel the

benefits of growth and the costs of decline in a renewal project. Common

characteristics of our examples are all the projects initiated by a local

government. The renewal process mostly depend upon the spatial displacement

of lower-income. This relocation process is caused reactions in most of the

examples. And the projects, where the community participation realized

successfully, these reactions could be minimized. Participation, decentralization,

localization and civil societies are very important in contemporary transformation

process of cities. Within this perspective urban renewal project appear with their

predetermined problems and participants directly intervening into the process.

And other important factors, the definition of target population became an

important topic in urban renewal. All of the successful examples have planned

for local interest groups. But, huge relocation of poor people create a tension

withinthe city.
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Chapter 7.

PROJECT

CASE STUDY UZUNDERE (IZMIR) URBAN RENEWAL

Especially as it has seen in the developing countries, the mostly flow of the

public from the rural areas to urban areas is the most important factor in the

increasing of the urban factors. The lack of the house factors in the city, the

immigrated people low revenues, and because of this their structures of the

houses especially in big cities there are the areas like belts of the city as the

squatter.

The problem started when illegal structures have been seen as a solution of

housing. Firstly for this illegal structures it has been determined the most

important factor as immigration of the people. And it has been struggled to stop

this immigration to big cities. With this methods it has been understood that can

not be take any result and for the before of the planned period and after that it

hasbeen thought that by three ways it can be prevent the illegal structures:

1. Towork to obstacle the illegal structures.

2. Asaccepted the illegal structures to demolish the new ones.

3. As acceptance the illegal structures to give them their deeds and to take them

inlegalstructures.

Withthis obstacle workings, it has been that the problem of the illegal structures

cannot be prevent by this way. The acceptance of the deeds has taken the

chancea renewing working in the area and it has given chance to the persons

whoare thinking to structure the new buildings. So the development plan of the

cityhas taken in another rate and it has gone away from the control.

The new development plans as to find a new way for this problem and to

organizethe city with the urban places and for this aim the new plans and the
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practice its only function is the to give legal privileges to the illegal houses. The

illegal structure are not the out of the areas of the city and through this way of

thinking it is natural the reflections of the structures of this areas and the

affections of them to city.

Unplanned areas within the city, with all of the technical and the social services

and if thinks that their advantages to use them totally, it will give the more

important solutions if you accept them this areas as the renewal areas of the

city, Unplanned areas and classical renewal areas should be considered in

planning process.

7.1. Planning Practice In Izmir After 1950

, "

Izmirhas a large and developed hinterland. This status as being one of the most

important cities in Turkey. Izmir city today startE1dto expand out covering the

Plateaus Cigli, Kar~lyaka, Bornova, Narlidere, Bal90va, GQzelbah~. Izmir is a

settlement where regional and interregional transportation axes intersect. It

providesa linkage to other regions through railways and sea transportation.

-0-/ i~~:lo-"Tw9 •.•.•..•.•
\ .......• ,.•..-
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Fig. 7.1. Izmir's Regional Relationship.
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Fig.7.2. Development Phases of

Metropolitan Municipality of Izmir.
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Izmir is today the third largest city of Turkey with a population of approximately 3

million. Izmir follows after Istanbul in economic aspects. Izmir is the only

metropolis of Aegean Region. Izmir has a rapid population growth and has been

under the pressure of a migration above Turkey's average. Especially, after

1980s Izmir started to lose its characteristics of a nice city worth. This situation

shows problems of Izmir city, within a serious planning approach.

There is still not a comprehensive planning approach which is effective in

guiding the development in Izmir. It has not been possible to stop the

urbanisation. This urbanisation started in 1940s and which had gradually

increased. This situation was added to the problems of Izmir. Everyday new

problems have been added to those of transportation, infra-structure and

environmental pollution.

7.1.1. Planing and the Development of Izmir Between 1950-1970

Rapid urbanisation and increasing migration in 1950s caused Izmir. A new plan

for Izmir brought about a new approach. It was decided to announce a

competition to get an urban plan in 1951. In this competition (International

ProjectCompetitions for Izmir City Plan ), plan made by Kemal A. Aru, G. Ozde~

andE. Canpolatkan won the first prize. Population data given to the

competitors are as follows:1950 census was 230.000 in municipality borders.

Year2000 projection is 400000 which is the deadline for plan.

Thisplan where important decisions were made about different sectors such as

housingand transportation could not be a static and unchangeable document for

Izmir.Necessary detail and revision studies had to be kept on. However, these

effortscould be fulfilled with rapid urban development and changes;

• When population assumed for the years of 2000 exceeded over

520.000 in 1970s, plan lost its validity.
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• Illegal settlements such as squatter houses became the main reasons

in the failure of this plan. During this period municipality was limited in

legal supports to control the settlement,

• Izmir's development rate has abandoned the period reserved for

operations such as providing the base map of Izmir. In other words,

planning has fallen behind development.

As rapid development was ahead of the already prepared plans, new planning

studies were started by a new office reorganized with the contributions of a

Sweden expert from United Nations, Albert Bodmer. By the help of Albert

Bodmer a 1/25.000 scaled Izmir city design plan dated 24.4.1960 was prepared

by Izmir Municipality Planning Office is in the form of a scheme which includes

Buca, Bornova, Camdibi, Ye§iyurt, Ornekk6y and $emikler.

Km.~

Fig.7.3. Bodmer's Plan ( 1961 ).

Bodmer, in his studies until 1960, dealt with squatter houses as source of

seriousproblems. As Bodmer plan advised a road system with intersections

vvhichwould provide transportation. And Bodmer plan proposed new additional

onesto present housing areas. Plan's objective in population was 900.000 for

theyaer 2000. However, city populCjltionexceeded this value in 1980.
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In 1965 with the decision of Council of Ministries;

• Master Plans of Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir were decided to be done

by Metropolitan Planning Bureaus which was established by the

directives of Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement,

• New legal precautions were decided to provide implementation of the

plans as unchanged and throughout the country a new period started

with new approaches in planning in metropolitan scale,

Fig.7.4. Municipalities in Greater City of Izmir. ( 1968 ).

As a result of this demand, in 1973 a master plan with 1/25.000 scale was

made.

7.1.2. 1973 Master Plan Of Izmir Municipality

According to 1973 plan;

• Industrial areas were suggested to be in north-south direction.

$emikler, <;igli, Ulucak, Menemen, and Aliaga in the north and

Karabaglar, Gaziemir and Cumaovasl in the south were chosen as

industrial centres. Environmentally industrial units were decided to

locate outside the city.
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• According to projections, for a population 1.466.000, new housing areas

were proposed for 110 people Per. Ha.

• A multi-functional bus terminal complex was proposed in

Halkaptnar.According to the decisions made about the harors;

After this plan including all these decisions were put to application in 1973. It

was the turn for the preparations of 1/5000 scale and 1/1000 scale plans.

• Preparation of 1/5000 and 1/1000 scaled plans were to be realised through

delegation or partially delegation by Municipality Planning Office within the

responsibility of Izmir Municipality.

• Izmir Metropolitan Planning Bureau would contribute to these plans.

After these decisions, with a new decision made in 1977 by Izmir Municipality.

All events which occurred after 1/25.000 scale plan approved in 1973 required it

to be revised. Following changes took place in the revision plan made in 1978.

7.1.3. Recent Developments Since 1984

In 1984, with the approval of Act Number 3030, Izmir Metropolitan Planning

Bureau was brought to an end. Planning organisation of the Ministry was

transferred to the Metropolitan of Izmir. One year after, a new Construction law

was approved in 1985, Act number 3194. In Turkey in order to proceed with

construction, it is necessary to have 1/1000 scale "Implementation plans" which

directly restrict and facilitate the realisation. Within the framework of existing

regulations,control was solely in the hands of local authorities since 1985.

In fact, the lack of co-ordination among the authorities have also caused

alterationsor partial amendments of 1/25.000 structure plans prepared and

approvedby Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement. In the boundaries of

municipalitiesof Urla, Candarll, GOmOldOr,Ce~me, Yeni Foga, Foga, and
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Seferihisar there have been approved hundreds of partial plans. These partial

plans became the inputs of the comprehensive physical plans.

7.1.4. Existing Revised Master Plan of Izmir in 1989

The main features and differences of 1989, plan from the previous master plan

is summarised below;

1. 1989 plan, in fact is not a revision plan. The procedure which is defined

by 3194 is not followed in the generation of the plan. The establishment of new

District Municipalities between 1970-1984 had played an important role on the

demand preferences of the Gecekondu settlements. Since 1984, existing

Gecekondu areas which are located on the inner parts of the MMI, have been

experiencing a structural change with the approval of Act No:

2981/3290(improved law). With the improvement plans which are prepared on

the basis of the Act, most of illegal construction are legalised and more

important than that, the densities of those areas were increased tremendously

by improvement plans. In the near future, with the renewal of these areas,

important urban problems will arise due to these changes. One of the other

important development after 1984 is the realisation of some important mass

housing project. These are namely; Egekent (<;igli), Evka1 (Buca), Evka2 (<;igli),

Evka3(Bornova), Izkent (Buca), Izkonut (<;igli).

2. Civilian airport of Izmir is relocation In Cumaovasl(Adnan Menderes

Airport)in 1989 plan.

3. Free enterprise zone is another difference in 1989 plan. It is realised in

Gaziemirwhich was previously proposed in Aliaga.

4. A new residential area is proposed at the end of west corridor of the city.

(GCtzelbahge)

5. A new university campus in Buca is proposed.

6. Fair and recreation area, planned at the north shores of Izmir inner Bay

was altered with the plan. Part of the Fair area is allocated to housing

developmentand partly reserved for the establishment of treatment plan near

Cigli.
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7.1.5. Izmir's Today

Today in Izmir a serious problem has been in question in planning as having no

plan. The main reason is that no metropolitan planning understanding has been

established for Izmir. Present implementations realized by laws and regulations

have followed a two-dimensional and inefficient understanding have caused

many serious problems for Izmir.

Today, city has a spatial structure which is quite different from that in previous

years. This change was caused by many wrong development studies in past

years. Destruction in many parts of Izmir in order to construct roads, to expand

present ones and to create open areas caused the creation of a spatial structure

with no identity and historical values rather than contributing to its development.

This ugly concrete structuring which we have watched today is a result of this

massacre.
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Fig.7.5. Boundary of Provinces within the
Adjacent of MMI

Fig.7.6. Master Plan Revision. (1992).

Situationtoday where izmir has been face to face with many problems show that

present plan, and its investment are inefficient within the whole of Izmir

Metropolitan Municipality borders of which were reorganised.As the present plan

became invalid, a view approach appeared to form the city with independent

plandecisions which are not based on certain strategies. However, this system
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which does not contain a contemporary understanding will create new problems

rather than solve the present ones.

7.2. The Establishment and Growth of Squatter Housing in Uzundere

Uzundere was even not an independent village in 1950s. It is today a

neighbourhood of Izmir reside in. First development in Uzundere was observed

in the early 1940s. This settlement which was at first an agricultural area.

Uzundere was a village with 30 houses in 1940s. but after developments it

became a town in 1960s. In this period Devrim, azgur and Limontepe

neighborhoods were added to this settlement.

Uzundere went on developing after 1960s with the same rate. In this

development, the effects of migration which started in the whole of the city and

development plan prepared and approved in 1955 are quite remarkable.ln the

years 1960 - 1980 population of Uzundere grew in the same rate with that of .

Izmir. Because of migration which was especially observed in 1970s, population

remarkable increased.(See Graph. 7.1)
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Table 7.1. Population growth in Izmir Metropolitan Municipality and Uzundere
(Source:DIE)
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This rapid housing development causes serious inefficiencies in social

equipment and technical infra-structure. Aydin - <;e~me highway which was

built, passes through Uzundere. The road acts as a separator between the

Uzundere village and squatter houses.

Private PropertyTime

Migration

•
I

Land Owners Have Sold Their
I Fields by Dividing Into Shares1970sI II

~

I IIIII The Beginning of Squatter Housing ActionI II

~
I IIII Squatter Housing Has Been Built Rapidly byI II Land Owner or Occupants. (The deal ofI I occupants Are more than land owners.)

I III •I IIII Building Amnesty1983I
••• ( imar Aff, )

Eskiizmiris dividing

1
In twoquarter as

LimontepeAnd Uzundere The Improvement Plan

1984

~ Distribution of Title Deeds

1985

~ AppJication Begin for Construction
and Residence Permit

I

~

I
••

The Problems Can Not Be Solved Between

Today
Land Owner and Squatter Owners Whose Have Deeds with Shares
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Konak Municipality which is an administrative unit of Izmir Metropolis is in

charge of the planning studies according to the master plan decisions. However,

revision of the master plan of 1992 which is in operation today has lost its

validity. Planning studies of the city have been operated as independent on the

master plan and certain strategies. Development plan which was approved in

1984 has a quite different structure plan. This planning understanding which

proposes partial solutions as independent from the whole is an important

problem caused a lot of inefficiencies in the development of Konak.

All these plans have become inadequate in solving the problems related to the

planning of Konak. Efforts to meet the needs caused by the population growth

have not given the expected results because of resources, lack of coordination

with other municipalities.

The squatterization as a result of migration which started in 1960s and

continuously increased was being seen especially in Eskiizmir. And land

owners sold their lands in Uzundere. In this process one side share holders and

the other side occupants, the squatter housing were started growing fastly. The

municipality have place of land subdivision made by survey contractor. But the

shareholders in this survey were do not have development plan yet built. For

that reason the problems reached to a point that can be solved. "imar affl"

(1983),the improvement plan followed this process in 1984.

The land owners and building owners could not solved their common problems.

Migration has mainly occurred between the years 1970 - 1980 in this field. And

alsosquatters were built on government land.
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7.3. Uzundere (Izmir) Urban Renewal Project

7.3.1. The General Information About Uzundere

Kanak Municipality with the 4599 hectares area is the Turkey's widest town

municipalities. The center municipality and the dependent areas GClltepe,

Karabaglar, Eskiizmir and Ye§ilyurt have consisted it. The boundaries of it from

the North Izmir Gulf and Kar§lyaka Municipality, from East Bornova and Buca

Municipalities and from South Gaziemir Municipality and from West Balc;ova

Municipality have been surrounded.
, r-..~-..,-\ ! II / i.-...•...- •. _ .. -. ~--.~.... ('.
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Figure 7.7. Konak Province

Kanak town center is fully structured and it has been filled. Limontepe-Uzundere

is excluded in the other totally there are 1/1000 rate practiced development

plans. In the center the wanted plan changing is generally as strenghten the fully

andwith lack of social structures and the technical parts of the city has not given

the positive effect. Because of this reason, it is necessary to stop the center of

the city as soon as possible, and to pass the planning working to outside of city

center and workings are centered in this point.
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ThisUrban Renewal Project,

• GOn;e§me and its surroundings urban renewal project,

• Balllkuyu urban renewal project,

• GOltepe and its surrounding renewal project,

KanakMunicipality Urban Renewal Department

In Kanak Municipality in the area of the southwest Limontepe, Peker areas have

beenstructured by the development plans. Apart from this the unplanning areas

are also on this area. The dependant to Kanak Municipality Eskiizmir-as

Limontepe, Uzundere and Peker development plans and their structural plans are

doingby Kanak Municipality Urban Renewal Department.

Butin the recent years, in this area the illegal structures occurrence opposite of

thisplans have been increased as vertical or horizontal and the solution of the

problemhas been taken in a different position. Apart from this the development

plansare not sufficient and also the technical and the social plans now under the

abilityto give services to the people which are increasing rapidly in this area. Until

todayit has not possible to prepare a healthy structural plans in this areas. The

prepareddevelopment plans have taken the full density and the high rates of

evolutionbut it has not enough possibility in the practice. The owners of the plots

havethe aims of the independent structures in their plots and because of this they

donotwant to get involved in this planning.

Forthis reason the problems of the area planning to solve it as a coordination of

thedisciplines and by solving in this method Konak Municipality has established a

departmentunder the name of the Urban Renewal Project. The practice has

startedfrom the preparation of the development plans until the practice, the

arrangementareas, plots, architectural projects and like this to all kind of problems

ithasbeen offering the totally acting plans.
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started from the preparation of the development plans until the practice, the

arrangement areas, parcels plans, architectural projects and like this to all kind

of problems it has been offering the totally acting plans. In Urban Renewal

Department, there are working four city planners, one map engineer and an

architecture.

7.2.1.1.The Presentation of Study Area

Around the case study, according to arrangement development plan has been

structured Salih Omurtak, Yuzba~1 $erafettin and Cennetc;e~me districts are

present.And the studying area is as unplanned areas of Uzundere, Yurtoglu and

Devrimdistricts are present.

Inthe total of the area, it is present the Structure Plan which has been prepared

by izmir Big City Municipality as the rate of 1/5000. In this structure plan the

residential areas (hmax=6.80m), the improvement residential areas (gross

density= 200 people I ha, hmax=free), and geological problem areas have been

determined.
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UZUNDERE (IZMIR) URBEN RENEWAL PROJECT

Figure 7.1. SOCIAL FACILITY AREAS AND POINT OF
TAKING PHOTOGRAPS
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Figure 7.9. The View From Uzundere.

2

Figure 7.10. The View From Uzundere.
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Figure 7.11. The View From Uzundere.

Figure7.12. The View From Uzundere.
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Figure 7.13. The View From Uzundere.

igure 7.14. The View From Uzundere.

6
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7.3.2. Urban Renewal Project:

7.3.2.1. Land Use

In the studying area, as evaluation working it has done a study in the area

which maintains the present structure in the land. On the plan, the present

structures and apart of them the absent structures have been determined in the

realplaces and they have been signed by their floors.

The structure in Cennetge§me generally is accordance with the development

plan. The unplanning areas of Uzundere, Yurtoglu and Devrim districts have

determined as the density of the illegal structures and in some cadastral parcels

it has determined as the vacant land. The structures in this land are generally

oneor two storeys and their separations are like the below:

:~,~I~~;j*4S;~?1~ff,rt;~~:~~J:::3~~~f;:j{~f~!f~i!;l
105 232 337

34 87 121

11 20 31

437

291 625 916

(SeeFigure 7.15. Number of Floor)

Inthe studying of the land using the present structures are generally bad or

mediumquality and their observation have done. The structures have been built by

thelow economical revenue families with their own possibilities and without any

planor project and generally they are concrete or partly they are heap str~ctures.

Mostlyof the structures are houses, they are small numbers of buildings which are

usingfor the another name. These are grocery, coffee house, wedding saloon etc.

ascommercialbuildings.
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7.3.2.2. The Geological Condition of the Land

To be a data to studying area, the geological and geo-technical position of the

area and the information about them have been taken in a dossier. For this area

there are mainly and partly three geological and geo-technical study reports.

The containing of Uzundere and Peker areas and the first study report which

has been prepared by Bank of Provinces(iller Bankasl) in the date of 22.03.1994

has been supported by observational datas. In this report in this area there is a

possible landslide in this area.

In possible landslide area to take the certain results as can be inhabit or can not

be inhabit after the demand of Izmir Big City Municipality -Seril Ltd. company

has done the geological surveys. According to the surveys the inhabitation and

uninhabitation areas have been drawn on the maps. The mentioned survey

and the report has been certified by Disaster Affairs General Directorship as

partly changing.

For this area by Konak Municipality has done some survey studying to 9 Eylul

University-Geology Engineering Department. In the date of April 1997 a

geological and geo-technical report has been prepared and according to this

report the inhabitation and uninhabitation areas have been determined, the

stream and the mud beds and high slopes have been determined as the areas

which must be close to the inhabitation.

In the development project, this mentioned surveys have been revised and the

settlement has been taken into the studying areas. Apart from this the geological

and the geo-technical reports have been prepared as it has been demanded for

every buildings as the sondage floor workings and this item has been put as a

development plan note. (See Figure 7.16. The Geological Position of the

Land.)
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7.3.2.3. The Evaluation of the Ownership Data

In the planning area the cadastral parcels and their ownership conditions have

taken from the deed offices. The maintained information have showed to us that

the south of Cennetgel?me District and Konkent Residential Area and the east of

it has belong to the treasury offices and all of the part is the private ownership.

In private area has the cadastral parcels mostly are the sharing deeds. This

parcels by their owners have been divided as private parcel method and selling

by this method and their parcel studying have done in this method.

The structural position in the area and its privilege have given us the special

parcel proofs. :The special parcel operation is not legal and because of this the

owner of this area are showing in the deed office as the sharers of the big

cadastral plots.

It has been tried to take every kind of information, registers and the owners of

the parcels and their sharing rates from the deed office. This information has

been evaluated to solve the problems of the urban renewal project. In the area

about the private parcel it has been found the only two parcel documents. In

private parcel studying the road sharing owners can not be determine correctly.

(See Figure 7.17. Ownership Information)

7.3..3. Field Survey

7.3.3.1. Methods

To figure out the social and economic changes, two methods were practiced.

One of them, in terms of the scale of the district aimed to find out social and

economic characteristics of Uzundere districts population and patterns of

settlements. To find out this, all the documents include common information like

age, sex, the place of birth. Some of them also include information about

occupations, the quantity of rooms, ownership of houses, address of work. But

most of the information were not answered by the residents.
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7.3.5. The Process Of Construction

Generally for this question "Are you satisfied with this house?", the answer is

positive because of the fear of the losing of the house and the impossibility as

economically to buy a new house. But at the end of the observations it has seen

the unquality of the houses and from this point the complaints from the houses,

and this gives us the result that it is not possible to trust to the houses.

If it is not content; the complaints: the people who are unsatisfied from the

houses say that, the main reason of this is the small house. As we examine the

house ownership, we may see it at 89% in Uzundere. And other factor, it has

seen that people who built dwellings are increasing. It is remarkable that the

construction process is shorter. (less than 1 month). And building annexes can

be mostly seen in Uzundere.

Unknown *2

Rents ~ •

o 20 40 60 80

Ownership of Houses

Ow ns the House

Table 7.7. Ownership of Houses.
Source: Enquiry Results

The fundamental reason for choosing those districts to settle is low prices and

rents. And it has seen that people who built dwellings are increasing. While all

the dwellings in Uzundere have toilet, kitchen, bathroom, electricity and water

sysstems.

Another question is "if the local government provides houses legally for settlers

to purchases in a long term payments". The answer given to that question is

parallel to the income levels. It is remarkable the high ratio of "not needing a

house to buy" answer (35%) in Uzundere.
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While preparing enquires similar or same kind of were used.* Questions aimed

to get answer for socio-economic structure, the process of migration,

establishment pattern and attitudes toward the city.

This method was used sampling in the scheduled interviews with the families

selected randomly on of proximately 10 percent of households. Out of 676

households in the district 68 was surveyed in addition to the small pre-test

sample. The area of survey working has done in Uzundere, Devrim and

Yurtoglu.

(See Figure 7.19. Survey Separation).

Three kinds of questions appeared on the questionnaire: the introductory ones

on demographic characteristics of the community; followed by those matrice

questions examining the attitudes of each family toward upgrading their

settlement. The final big question searched for the kinds of skills people may

want to develop in conjunction with the community's economic welfare.

, ~.'

Figure 7.18. The View From Uzundere.

• Ergun, N. 1990, Gecekondu Islah Bolgelerinin Yeniden Planlamasmda Kullanrlabilecek Bir
Yontem Onerisi.

• Leflef, L. 1985, Farkll Gecekondu Bolgelerinde Ya~am ve Mekan Standartlan Ara~tlnTlasl.
• Serim, E. 1993, AI-Aziziyah District Social Survey
• Sosyal Yapi ve Konut Ara~tlrmalan Rehberi Yardimci Ara~lrma Teknikleri (imar ve iskan

Genel MlidlirlUgli)
• Dog. Dr. Aydar, E. 1985, Dlizensiz Bir Yerle~mede Sosyo-Ekonomik Yapl.
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The second method; to fix physical structure, search in place, observation, land

use and the others. Also reclamation plans and practices were appreciated. The

people of the area with suspicion of the idea that municipality can be done

negative attack to their houses, generally did not want to give answers to our

questions. Firstly it has been tried to interview by the house owners and in the

position of the house owner could not find it has done the interviews by their

relations. The survey studying hours are generally taken from collided with the

working hours and because of this the answers have generally taken from the

housewives. (See The additionals-8.1. Survey Form Sample)

With this survey studying; it has been tried to determine area people working

houses without plan or project and instead of them with organized and planned

houses and their tendencies to transfer to this new houses, and their

possibilities to change their houses in the topic, their support to this project their

economical positions, their education levels and their scopes from this project.

The answers which have given to this survey has been included as the

possibility interview of the persons and their knowledge level, their mistakes and

their real errors and because of this there is a little mistake rate in this survey

report. But the results which have taken from this survey has determined the

observations generally as correct.

Figure 7.20. Konkent Mass Housing Area and Uzundere Project Area.
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7.3.4. Survey Results

In this part, the survey results regarding to the evaluation of questionnaire.

7.3.4.1. Social Structure

When we examine the number of members, in Uzundere, squatter housing

appears clearly. The families are generally consisted of 4,5,6 or more than

people. The number of the family of more than six members in Uzundeie include

37% of population. This position shows us the people of area and their socio

economic structure.

An~werS -Number%

~~~tson

45

~~~~f~on--

:..,711

~;Bersori

,.1522:- . '-"'~-, . -

$J¥rson
1725

More
than6Pers 2537

fOtAL

68100

Table 7.2. The Number of Members in
Family
Source: Enquiry Results.

The Number of Members in Family
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In the survey studying, it has seen that for the area of living the most important

factor is countryman origins and according to this connections people trying to

settle their friends in a big city.
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Tablo 7.3. Population By Place of
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As we examine the distribution of population by the birth places. We may see

the most crowded population whose birthplaces is the East Anatolia. The

passing way of the way there are people from Sivas and in the south of the way

there are mostly people from Kars, Erzurum, Agn. And as origins of the people

from Izmir is around 10 %. And this shows us that the area of the migrated

people.

Education level constitutes one of the main characteristics of social structure. It

may be seen the ratio of illiteracy is too lower. It appears that people who

graduated from the primary school have a high ratio (78%). And 9 % does not

have read or write. The university graduated is only one person.

Literacy in Uzundere

60

~ 3

4020o

tlIiterate

Literate

High School '1

Lycee Ji3-------
Prirrnry School

.;N4tnber :..%..•
6 9
5 7
53 78
3 5
1 1
68 100

Table 7.4. Literacy in Uzundere
Source: Enquiry Results

7.3.4.2. Economic Structure

As datums in the matter are evaluated. It can be seen that districts have

difference in accordance with their establishments and developments like the

way in social structure.

In Uzundere, the ratio of temporary employees from the total employees is 46%.

According to the information which is taken from 68 documents in which this

question was answered, the deal of the population work in Uzundere is 31. The

working population is 27 and the retired population is 6.
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AO$wers Number%

Employed

3146

tlQ~mproyed .
2739

Retired·
69

•••••• < •. ·Url~oown ..

46I,-f'''''}'' l ;:FQ"tf\L.
",68100

Table 7.5. Employment Situation in
Uzundere
Source: Enquiry Results

As we scan the "occupational categories of employed" for Uzundere district. In

this area generally live the decreased revenue groups and the people from the

area which work are generally have the salaries. We see the density

construction sector. Ratio of people VvTIO work in this sector is 41 % and they do

not have a regular working, from them 46% are 'vvorking in a business place as

salary workers. From the working people 39 % of them are in the free working

group but from this group as we have mentioned the-hidden unemployment like

paper collector, shoe painter or like this jobs. And the participators in the rate of

15 % are the retirements or unemployed people.

Squatter Houses Date of Uzundere

25 ------------------

20

Cii 15
..c
E
::JZ 10

5

o ~I --~---------------

1960-70 1971-80 1981-85 1986-90 1991-95 1996-01

I-Number I

Tablo 7.6. Squatter Houses Date of Uzundere frOf1' 1960 to 2001
Source: Enquiry Results.
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7.3.5. The Process Of Construction

Generally for this question "Are you satisfied with this house?", the answer is

positive because of the fear of the losing of the house and the impossibility as

economically to buy a new house. But at the end of the observations it has seen

the unquality of the houses and from this point the complaints from the houses,

and this gives us the result that it is not possible to trust to the houses.

If it is not content; the complaints: the people who are unsatisfied from the

houses say that, the main reason of this is the small house. As we examine the

house ownership, we may see it at 89% in Uzundere. And other factor, it has

seen that people who built dwellings are increasing. It is remarkable that the

construction process is shorter. (less than 1 month). And building annexes can

be mostly seen in Uzundere .

Answers .Nuhmer%

Owns

theHouse 6189

Rents
it·,
...

" .. 58'..
.,

VqknoWn
','.'23

TOTAL
68100

Table 7.7. Ownership of Houses.
Source : Enquiry Results

Ownership of Houses
I r:a Number I

-------
Unknown '2

Rents it Q5

Ow ns the House I~,,~,~~..!!l~.,~~~~

o 20 40 60 80

The fundamental reason for choosing those districts to settle is low prices and

rents. And it has seen that people who built dwellings are increasing. While all

the dwellings in Uzundere have toilet, kitchen, bathroom, electricity and water

sysstems.

Another asked questions is "if the local government provides houses legally for

settlers to purchases in a long term payments". The answer given to that

question is paralle! to the income levels. It is remarkable the high ratio of "not

needing a house to buy" answer (35%) in Uzundere.
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o 10 20 30 40

If the Government Provides Legal
Houses

More Than 50 million Q2

25 millio n TL - 50

miltion TL

Able to Pay Less

Than 25 million TL.

Doen't Have Income
2

to Buy

Doen't Need a f-buse iiiE;l~~.:35
to Buy

Ariswe~;.: .', NuOl6er. %'
Does not Need a House to 35 49
Bu

f;tp~s.not Have Income to : 2 4
au~",'... ,.i:'/Y.;<.' , "', ~.: " ,~'

'Abf~:to 'P,ayL¢s.s l11an25'>':· 22 32
rrniti~tf~ar;r.~~t:M<ioin"'\··">
25~~nl,jOrl;t'E!{~)50:'i'rimI6n,(; 7 11'" ..,',;"•.,~.!\~,.,ct" '.,.";' ~ ; :." _ •• ,- 'JJ..~·I_. " '

rv.tijf;~"l"han~5Q,mimQn:.': 2 4
TQ:t'AL; ',::)i:< 68 100
Table 7.8. If the Government Provides Legal
Houses to Buy with Long Term Payments.
Source: Enquiry Results

The low economical power and the lack of the regular revenue in this area only

47% has given answer to this question. And as taking the answers in the rate of

32% has preferred the least payment for this area.

If it has considered that investigation districts lived, their attitudes towards the

city may be different. The answers to the questions 'vvhich have been asked

were considered in such 'v"Yay:"Reasons for deriving saiisfacUon frarn being in

the city", the mostly takeil 8i1S'vveris : "for employment opportunity and better

life". It is remarkable tf-lat high ratio of answers "possibiEty to m"'!n a house" and

uavailability of education opportunities~' in Uzundcrc.

When the question /lthe feaSOfl for deriving unsatisfaction frain beir1g in the city"

is asked. The most popuiar anSi/ver is lIunempfo)/iT1enf'. The ansvv'er HCarl not use

city facilities enough" get3 increa3e. Relation vvith nelghbors is available in

quarters. The ansvv'er je~ating 'vvith the re~ati\ieson~yor feUovv' tlhem§ehri" ~sgiven

by Uzundere.
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Figure 7.21. "Gecekondu" For Rent From Uzundere.

Figure 7.22 ..A~rrangement to BuHd HGeeekondL( From Uzunders.

Figure 7.23. People rv1aKes T; lei! Houses Themsehles From Uzunders.
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Environmental Problems

Squatter housing areas have more environmental problems than the other

districts have. The persons who attend to this survey report say that the.y are

content in this area and the main factor of this is the they do not have- the

economical power to go to another area. But meanwhile they have said that they

are content from the environment they have complained also for the lack gfjhe

environment problems. In this area the most important necessary factor is- the

green areas.

Environmental Problems

Stream .8

IJ'.ater .7Bectricity

15

Noise _ Sew er System Roads0

10203040
28

32

7
16
8
9

90 100
Table 7.9. Environmental Problems.
Source: Enquiry Results

The problem of sewer system is effective in Uzundere. It has been seen whole

squatter. Distance from school and health facilities are the other problems in

Uzundere. Environmental pollution is the same problem for the district. And

other problem is the unreguJar collection of the rubbish. Apart from this; the bad

smell of the streams which passes in the area especially in the summer months.

And the regulation for this streams are the most important wish from the area

people.

In the survey fields, the physical structure features taken into consideration while

studying the physical structure are the number of floors, the structure of

construction, the land use and the possession of land. When we study the

number of floors, we see changes parallel to the establishment and growth
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processes in district. We see that the transition to many floors step has begun

and has been continuing.

When we look at the structure of construction, we see that the ratio of reinforced

walls is high. The intensity of brick and sun-dried brick used is again a natural

result of the process that it is going through. When we study the possession of

land, the result is as follows: In Uzundere the possession structure is made of

owners of shared lands and municipality land. The biggest share holders are

"Emin $enel (4 plots) and Erdinc; $eninci (6plots)".

Figure 7.24. Sewage System is the most Important Problem in Uzundere.
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In the area generally people have done their houses by their own possibilities

and because of this they have said that if they wanted to have a new house it

can be only by the help of the municipality. The house by cooperative working is

a way which is not thinking in this area.

Figure 7.25. The Problem of Sewage System.

DISTRICT (Uzundere) Number%

EMPLOYMENT(1 ) Temporary employed

2739

Occupational categories

3146

of employment (pedlar, construction productionand related works).THE LEVEL OF INCOME(2)Less than 100 million TL.
4466

Indefined
1624

EDUCATION(3) illiterate
69

Literate and Level of Primary

5885

CROWDED (4) The numbers of members in family

2537

6 and more than 6 person TOTAL
207

Table7.10. Social and Economic differences in Uzundere.
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The information reflected by these variables includes employment income,

education and crowded in the analyses. As seen here, the district, parallel to

establishment and growth process.

The average size of family is 4.09 (people Per family). The land coverage in a

67.850 m2. Field is approximately 0.25 and the floor area ration is 0.51. the land

coverage and the floor are ratios also present lower values than the other

districts.

Figure 7.26. The Family and Their "Gecekondu".

Figure 7.27. Generally, People grow their vegetables in their Garden.
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for his house is the most important factor in the urban renewal project. Apart

from this the children playground, parks and the green areas are the other

demands and in the realization of this project the other wanted position is the

pubLic_ buildings arriving to area and their services in this_area.

7.3.6. Urban Renewal Alternatives

The mentioned land, and according to the-ownership and the survey information

as the chosen of the studying areas Devrim, Uzundere and Yurtoglu Districts

have given us as the Urban Renewal Alternatives.

7.3.6.1. The Alternative of the Protecting of Present Pattern

According to the private parcel the structured buildings and present buildings

and to protect their parcel parts and for this aim a plan working has been

prepared. In the deedly registrations, the big cadastral parcels have seen and

the private parcel motivation is only given as the sharing rate and because of

this the plan of the protecting aim of urban renewal plans have been prepared

by the observation of the present structure of the area.

In the present structure area Flat Area Ratio 2 has taken as basicly and in the

alternative plan Flat Area Ratio 2 has taken as basicly.

7.3.6.2. The Alternative of the Cooperation

The public of the area as part ration going to cooperation and by this to aim the

renewing working has been studied. Firstly the empty areas have been

determined for the structures and than after the settlement in this area the old

houses will be demolish and the houses will be build in this area the and a kind

of advancement have planned like this. For every parcel it has been calculated

as two houses and plans have been arranged according to this working. In every

parts the arrangement of the mass organizations has prepared.
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In the parcel ratio there is no any legal support for the people which they will

come together and they will try to do the cooperation workings and because of

this its practice chance is not too much.

7.3.6.3. The Alternative of Renewal by Contractor

In the creating of this plan and its practice in real world, the alternative of the

loaders to attend to this plan has tried to work. It has been thought that the

contractors will be work by the sharing of the 50 % and from this calculation it

has been accepted as to give two houses to the parcel owners.

For the realization of the acceptances Flat Ratio has been calculated as 4.00.

With the sharing of the arrangement sharing rate as 47 % the necessary

population of social functions will be maintain. But kind of fully structured

concept is occurred.

7.3.6.4. Renewal A!ternative Which Has Prepared by Konak MunicipaHty

According to the formal registrations' which has been placed in deedly

documents, and according to cadastral parcels has taken under the protection

and the present buildings did not take care in this plan. The development law 18.

Item has accepted 35 % arrangement sharing part and according to 16. Item 50

% arrangement sharing rate has been accepted, and the present roads in some

places have been protected and according to this plan has been prepared. The

present houses areas have been connected and Flat Area Ratio has been

accepted as 2.50

The people in the area and if you will think their economical conditions, it is

difficult to demolish the existing buildings and to build them again. Because of

this plan's practice is also very low.
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7.3.6.5. The Alternative of Synthesis

The discussions which have been done for the first for alternatives and at the

end of the observations of the samples the synthesis of them has been

prepared.

In first choice the decision about the protection of the existing road pattern has

been accepted, in the development plan roads have been tried to wide.

In the second choice, arrangement sharing rate as 35 % has been accepted and

the necessary law supports have been accepted is the main part of the plan .

. In the third choice the meaning of the mass arrangement has been accepted.

The mass arrangements in section has been studied, car-parks, the green

areas, playgrounds have been thought between the areas.

In the fourth choice the idea of the renewing by the contractor has been

accepted, but to decrease the density the decisions of the house spread has

been changed. According to this the one house according to one parcel as 120

square meters and the loader's 1.5 house as Flat Area Ratio has been accepted

1.80.

The cadastral parcels which has not any structure tissue according to 16. Item

and according to 50 % arrangement sharing rate the house parcels have been

maintained. Apart from this the commercial and the social activities as attractive

points have been created and by this way the house area advancement has

been thought.
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7.4. The Evaluation of Uzundere Urban Renewal Project

In the south of area the passing of Izmir-Aydln-Ce§me highway and its easy

arriving facilities are the most attractive parts of the area. Apart from this, the
---

area's main connection to city center as Eskiizmir avenue 30m, and again the

connection af the area to around 3959 street has been designed as 20 and

between of them the traffic roads have been designed as 15 meters. The

pedestrian roads has been designed according to the density of residential

settlements and they have arranged 10m and 7m.

In the east of Konkent, financial treasury area is present and this area, will be

use as vocational high school, green area and sport areas which are important

for the areas. In the land the DSI Area Directorship has demanded the

protection of the stream beds and it has been protected and around of it the

green area and pedestrians have been arranged.

9 EylOI University Engineering Faculty Geology Engineering Department has

prepared Uzundere Environmental Geology and Geo-technic Report (1997) and

according to this Devrim District has closed as two places to structure area

because of geological problems and from this areas it has been thought the

passive green areas.

Ce§me-Aydln Highway, in the exit of Uzundere in north and south the places

which has not structured areas as cadastral parcels will be use for shopping

centers, social activity areas. In this area there is no illegal structure and the

parcels are only one owner and because of this the structure concept is

occurring very fastly. In the area the present grave yard has been thought as the

tree area of the land. The thought of renewing area as house areas apart from

the education establishments two municipality service building, one open market

and park-playground has been suggested.
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Public - Private Partnerships

Public - Private partnership with planners are bringing together public sponsors

and private investors. Investment, has become the preliminary elements of a city to

increase its pressures for reconfiguring the existing built environment grew. The

improvement of the image of cities with renewal projects can also increase the

competitiveness of the whole city.

Public - Private partnerships are managed by non-profit, quasi-public development

organizations. These organizations under the explanation of "partnership" with a

new planning approach namely strategic planning.

Public Participation

The target population of Uzundere Renewal Project, the present squatter houses

would be upgraded solving the problems of basic infrastructure such as water and

sanitation, the danger of floods, the poor quality of self-built squatter houses. The

squatter houses would be eliminated and their present illegal situation arising from

settling in an unplanned area and their unsolved ownership.

Besides since all arrangements would be carried out through a participatory

planning model in which the present inhabitants of the Uzundere would be

organized in housing cooperatives.

"Especially in developing countries as a consequence of democratization trends,

governments will be under increasing political pressure from the poor and

dispossessed for security of tenure, for economic and employment opportunities

and for basic services and amenities to improve their immediate living

environment. These pressures will be most intense and direct at the local

level."(DOndar, O. 1997).
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Different actors in the local level is an important element of improving conditions in

human settlements. Such partnerships will be built up with the inhabitants, non

profit associations, NGOs, local authorities and professionals.

They have individual desires, different expectations from a housing provision

process. For instance, they said that they could have repaired their houses if they

were given credits or they could have formed a cooperative and built their houses

by the methods of self-help. However they did not know how to put these forward,

in front of the government. Public good was the most important thing for them too.

A group of people who does not know their right and relies on government for

everything, exists in this project like in other projects.

We made questionnaires, talked with people in order to understand their desires

and made meetings. Although project participants did not know how to be a citizen,

they could have been informed. Of course, this was not the duty of only the project

managers, it was in fact the duty of the local government and civil society

organizations. Uzundere Project examples shows that the questionnaires;

• Firstly, did not have the aim of learning individual desires In terms of their

content.

• Secondly, the project participants were not educated in order to make them to

learn their rights and to express and defend their expectations.

• They mostly did not want to leave Uzundere even for a short period of time.

• However only 85 % said that they were happy with their lives in Uzundere, 11

% said they were not happy.

• They were generally unsatisfied with the project but when they were conducted

what should be given to project participants in a renewal project. They say that

a single house rather than an apartment flat.
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Generally, the rightowners could get a dwelling unit from the project area. Urban

Renewal project did not provide adequate housing for all of the population and

transferred the problem of squatter housing to the other locations of the city. Yet a

renewal project should contain the principle of adequate housing for all of the

participants in order to prevent transfer of the problems to other areas.

In this chapter Uzundere Renewal Project has been discussed under these

headings. And the project has been tested with the current criteria of urban

renewal that has been shaped with globalization after 1980s.

The aim of Uzundere Renewal Project was conducted on a participatory planning

model. Public-Citizen-Partnerships are an important element of improving

conditions in human settlements. Such partnerships will be built up with the

inhabitants, non-profit associations, NGOs, local authorities and professionals.

The financial resource of the project comes from private firms, credits foreign

countries and from the contractors. The land was not very valuable, it was

supposed that private firms would be willing to be 50 % part of this project.

Type of planning is half comprehensive and half market-led again under the effect

of privatization policies of 1980s. turkish planning system still depends upon

comprehensive plans' rather than structure plans.
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Chapter 8. CONCLUSION

The changing technology of the 20th century from Fordism to Post-Fordism

affects the cities. These new production patterns create new spatial

organizations and spatial priorities. The physical pattern of cities reflects the

conditions of changes and transformations. We have to transform or adapt that

pattern in response to the changing economic, socio-cultural and technological

circumstances. In this respect renewal of urban environment has become an

important concern as well as urban development. The increasing importance of

urban renewal is wide spreading in the western world including Turkey.

Cities are accepted as interconnected parts of the world system. The dynamics

and processes of global, national and local concerns shape cities. Therefore,

there is an essential need for an attempt to link global processes and dynamics

to urban planning policies. After 1970s urban problems and solutions have been

changed because cities were entered in to an era (modernist era to post

modernist era) that everything is changing rapidly. Under these circumstance

cities, planning profession, and planners' role have started to change too.

The function of plans has been changing in this changing era. Deficiencies in the

comprehensive plans and end-state planning have led planners to look for

operational alternatives. The structure plans, which mean policy statements

instead of the frozen/and allocation maps, and flexible and action. planning have

become useful tools within these new systems.

After expenenclng a rapid urbanization, Turkey entered into a stabilized

urbanization era. So cities now need to be re-evaluated and revitalized. Urban

renewal is gaining an importance in Turkey just as in the Western World. Urban

renewal can be described as, about making areas of the city better to live in, do

business in, and enjoy recreation, and also is seeking to bring back investment,
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employment and consumption and enhance the quality of life within the urban

areas.

Guiding principles towards a better comprehension of urban regeneration policies

are given below;

• Functional integration of multi aspect development policies,

• Determination and evaluation of renewal issues with reference to the

globalization processes,

• The need for contemporary and integrative way of legislative, administrative,

financial and institutional framework,

• The understanding of the market mechanisms and their realistic assessment,

• The partnerships between public and private sectors,

• Enhancement of rent profiles and tax returns,

• Incentives to stimulate participation,

• Provision of social and cultural services,

• Regeneration of aesthetical quality.

Urban renewal projects can be used as an instrumental tool for local authorities to

overcome the negative effects of changing economic structure revitalized parts of

the cities, only if the appropriate strategies and policies are developed with

sensitive consideration of the local characters and public participation. Otherwise, it

can also be a dangerous too/ that creates a serious tension within a society.

So it seems to be that in Turkish cities newly appearing renewal efforts will

continue with an increasing acceleration and Turkish planners will continue to seek

new and appropriate renewal policies and processes for the cities.
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In virtually every major city of the world, it seems, the major planning story of the

mid 1980s is urban revitalization. Originally coined as a term in America at the

end of the 1970s, revitalization means a number of things.

First, it means taking hold of a run down area of the city, usually, but not

necessarily, at the edge of the central business district which has lost, often

quite suddenly and catastrophically, its original economic function: a specialized

industrial area, the old inner-city docks. Often, too, there is a decayed residential

neighborhood, where the houses which may, paradoxically, form part of the

city's finest architectural heritage cry out for restoration which is beyond the

. pockets of occupiers or landlords.

Secondly, it involves a concentrated area based treatment, whereby a

simultaneous series of projects, some restoring the old buildings, some also

adapting them for different uses, some adding new construction, some

intensively improving the general quality of the urban environment, work

together to transform the whole area, within a relatively short time, both

physically and economically.

Thirdly, such a novel approach will necessarily involve an unusual degree of

cooperation between the public sector and the private developer, generally

entailing the creation of some kind of special purpose redevelopment agency.

Large scale redevelopment may be necessary to accommodate major changes

in the economic functions of cities. Recent expanding and evolving sectors such

as business and financial services, retailing, tourism, and leisure, for example,

have different property and locational requirements compared with traditional

urban land uses, which may not be easily accommodated through piecemeal

development. The "mega projects" in most US cities are sometimes considered

to be indicative of these new forms of development. They include major

conference, hotel, and exhibition centers, integrated offices complexes, high
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technology business parks, fashionable shopping malls, and multi purpose

leisure centers. They have some examples of these in Britain in recent years,

including the large retail and leisure centers.

Property improvement has a part to play the process of neighborhood

revitalization. The condition of people's homes and their surroundings affect the

quality of their lives. Poor physical environments may be symptoms of deeper

problems of low income and under investment, but they also contribute to low

morale, depopulation, and disinvestment. Initiatives which improve the fabric

and appearance of localities may help to stem decline, provided they are backed

.by sustained and concentrated public investment.

To improve the position of neighborhoods more fundamentally, however,

property based projects need to be reinforced by additional measures aimed at

all round economic development. Without this, it is possible that even the

physical improvements will not be sustained if the residents are poor, the

population unstable, and the economy fragile. An alternative outcome may be

gentrification, that is, the displacement of local residents or business by

incomers as the benefits of area rehabilitation are capitalized into rising property

values and higher rents. Property may upgrading also force poorer households

and marginal firms to leave an area if the costs are not met by subsidies and if

their low incomes mean they cannot afford the burden of ongoing maintenance

and loan payments. As the share of housing in private ownership rises, the

scope for gentrification increases.

The Post-Fordist era of crisis may also be causing disturbances in capital flow,

making gentrification an unpredictable and unstable activity. Gentrification is not

just a temporary economic phenomenon but the result of a longer-term cultural

and social structural revolution can be seen by examining changes in the social

structure in a gentrified neighborhood.
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In the market led global economy, politicians and city builders ignore the

problem of poverty and racism. Especially, big cities in Europe are getting so

much immigrants so poverty and racism are the very important growing

problems.

While examining different urban renewal examples, we find some main variables

that control the whole project:

• Aim

• Target population

• New organization established to reach for thi$ aim

• Finance sources and type

• Type of participation

Table 1 shows these variables for different urban renewal examples. We see

from the table the other renewal examples from different countries were located

in the inner city areas. Although this situation creates some speculative

pressures, this is useful in creation of finance.

Another important step in the renewal is to decide on the target groups b~use
when an area is renewed, rents grow rapidly. The essential characteristics of

urban renewal is that it brings about change in the use or occupancy of u~ban

land and buildings. Therefore, results in changes in where, how and under what

conditions people live. We know that most of the previous squatter hOlj,singI

renewal projects designed for low income groups were later on transferred to

middle and high income groups. Another problem is relocation that is after the

renewal who is going to settle in these areas and where and how we resettled

the old users of the area. We see the table that in America example the

incoming group was different than the former.
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0'1o

Project Aim TargetNew Organization FinancePublic

group

Participation
USA

-expansion of the economic base of the citydifferent-Housing Commission Federal loans and subsidies
-increase of the real estate tax base

-The Relocation Division of

-rejuvenation of the central business district

Housing Commission
UK

-comprehensive social, economic andSame+complex organizationallocal authority
regeneration and the creation of conditions

differentstructure (but new revized
for the development of a balanced community

organizations are seen)
France

rebuilt some parts of the city throughoutsame+Three main zoning as a policyJoint-stock companies whose-meetings
an urban renewal program

differentinstrument: ZAC,ZIF,ZADownership is shared between
public and private sector

I

Germany

-to improve the quality of buildings sameCity Council substantial municipalizationEstablishment

-to retain the character of neighborhoods
program which the stableof City Council

-to provide housing within affordable rent limit
municipal founding.

South
-bettering the living conditions of low-incomesameProject Renewal Projects were mutuallyLocal Steering

Korea
families founded by S.Korea gov.Committees

I

India

-to improve sanitation and environmental ofsameIndore Development AuthorityUK Overseas DevelopmentI

slum area(Rehabilitation Project)

AdministrationI

Dikmen

-to improve squatter areas in the city bysameMetropol Imar JS CompanyCredit obtained byDecision

Valley
supplying the Valley's inhabitants with high municipalityCommittees

quality housing. -to create green corridorH.Bayram
-redevelopment of Historical City CentersameNo new organization butCredit obtained byDecision

competition for project

municipalityCommittees

Portakal
-to obtain a green area by not financing anydifferentPorta§ JS Company Joint-stock companies whosemeetings

Ci~egi
fund from public budget ownership is shared between

public and private sector

Table 7.11: Urban Renewal Examples from Different Countries



The organization and management of urban renewal project is a complex

activity. It should involve a number of agencies each with its own, even

conflicting objectives. Because of this, there is a need for new organizations. We

see that in all of the examples there are such new organizations. Like in

Germany example, in Portakal Cie;egi Urban Renewal Project a joint-stock

company whose ownership is shared between public and private interests were

establ ished.

Another important variable is financing of projects. In Portakal Cie;egi Urban

Renewal case two important methods were used for the finance. First one was

. in land allocation. In project costs land acquisition cost was the biggest share.

However, in this project instead of compulsory purchase some of the rent

created through project was bartered with the land. The second method was the

private sector enterpreneurship.

Another important tool in urban projects are the community participation.

Participation has the potential to maximize limited financial and cooperation

between peoples and governments, ensure targeting of subsidies and augment

community stability. But, we see that unfortunately these potential was wasted in

our example.

As a result, we can summarize from the study above that large tracts of urban

renewal especially involving previous squatter housing or low income areas

now encompassed in growing Turkish cities are a contemporary problem facing

the Turkish administrators and planners.

Under these circumstances, the example of Uzundere Renewal Project;

• Should be renewed in accordance with a city plan. In other words, a renewal

plan should be developed according to an overall.
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• Should develop justice between all income groups in the city. First of all,

such a project should not encourage the illegal settlements by giving t~em

premium.

Another important experience in the project is the public participation. Must of
\

the countries, new administrative organizations have been established. As a

result, the organization system is one of the important features of our 'f3se
study. But the success of these organizations depend on political system.

Market driven redevelopment schemes seem to be in the Agenda aro~ the
i

world. The entrepreneur of the Urban Renewal projects is in transition from

public to public and private joint venture. A-quasi governmental authority (U\ban
Redevelopment Authority) is necessary for the implementation and success of

the redevelopment scheme. Market driven redevelopment programs. are

capable of successfully implementing massive urban modernization and

housing upgrading projects.

Marked led urban policies. contain many flaws and are open to a numbEfrof
1

fundamental criticisms. First, a potential challenge to the dominance of market

led styles is clearly posed by the substantial section of the population not

adequately catered for by the market. The poor, the unemployed, the isolated

elderly, the disadvantaged sections of society, all have cause to oppose\ the
marked led urban policies. Marked led styles of planning offer little to the large

group of welfare dependents who lack any significant command over mC\rket,

resources. They cannot buy houses, and in relative terms they do not shop

freely in the durable goods market and cannot pay to take part in leisure

activities.

Secondly, a related poirit is that the marked led urban policies are associ?ted
I

with weakening of the powers of local elected planning authorities and therefore

of the status of locally determined planning policy. Market criteria have
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progressively been given more weight than local wishes in land use planning. So

the planning decisions of local communities have been reduced.

Thirdly, there are more generalized dangers implicit in the shift towards market

led planning, which could affect even those groups currently benefiting from

those policies. These policies are based on the short term maximization of profit

which always motivates market forces. This short termist precludes any longer

term husbandry of natural resources. It involves the waste of resources both in

terms of future generations needs and, since it has a short memory as well as

short sighted vision, in terms of past investment in people and places.

Fourthly, the market led approach carries within itself the potential for great

instability. Such as late 1960s financial crisis when the long period of postwar

economic growth first seriously faltered, Oil crisis in 1973, Black Monday when

stock market crashes around the world in Autumn 1987 and Gulf war in 1991.

This instability is equally characteristic of the property investment sector

motivated short term profit and subject to the marked led urban policies.

The problems within the market led approach to planning can therefore be

characterized as its social divisiveness, its lack of accountability, its short termist

and its inherently instability.

Finding the most appropriate position for property in urban policy will depend a

great deal on the prevailing local circumstances. Existing initiatives appear to be

geared to standard "quick fix" solutions with limited local discretion and

sensitivity. A strong role for property measures may be important in areas where

there are extensive problems associated with land conditions and the fabric of

buildings, where constraints to redevelopment are physical, institutional, and

economic, where shortages of land and floor space restrict inward investment

and indigenous growth, and where the response of the private sector is either

insufficient or inappropriate to occupiers' needs.
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Support for development may also be more important at certain points in time

than at others, depending on a wider economic situation a'1d the state of

development industry. By securing and retaining a substantial equity interest in

the land the public sector could exert more influence over the character and

pace of development than is the case with current short term approaches, and in

the process it could secure a revenue stream as well as an escalating capital

asset as area improvement and renewal occur.

Urban renewal is a different subject. But in Turkey there are no separate laws

for different plan subjects. All plans from renewal to mass housing are shaped

with the regulations of the laws 3194. These subjects are totally different from

each other. I think, the suggestions put forward in this study can not be realized

in the short-term. To reach these goals requires an advanced education in the

social area. As a matter of fact the aim of this study has been to obtain clues

that will prepare cities to the 21st century and to bring a different dimensions for

planning.
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APPENDIX 1

EVALUATION OF THE PUBLIC AMENITIES IN A SQUATTER
SETTLEMENT,

District .
Street .
House Number .
Number of Floors .
Building material .

1. Questions related with the family members,
Members Age-Sex Education Employment

(finished ~ Place
school)

2. Where did you come from?

3. Do you own the dwelling?
( ) Tenant () Householder ) Other

4. How long have you been living in this house?
Since years.

5. Why did you prefer Uzundere instead of another district of Izmir and where
did you first live in Uzundere?

In a relative's house _
As a tenant-----------
Built a house----------
Other _

6. Who is the owner of the Land? Householders -----------
Shared __ How many shares _
Shared with the relatives _
Shared with the fellow countrymen _

7. How many m2 is the land? .
8. How many m2 is your house? .

How many rooms are your house? .
How are you using the garden?(sowing, fattening animal, etc.) .

9. Why did you buy a land from here but not from another place?
It was cheap _
Our relatives, friends or country fellowmen here _
We have been settled in this neighbourhood for years _
It was accessible to work _
This district was developing, everybody was being settled there _
I found this area-----
Coincidence _
Other _



10. What is the estimated value of your house?
( ) 0 - 2.5 billion TL ( ) 3 - 4.5 billion TL
( ) 5 - 6.5 billion TL ( ) 7 billion TL and over

11. What is the age of building?
( ) 0 - 5 years () 6 - 10 years ) 11 years and over

12. Are you satisfied with this house?
( ) Satisfactory ( ) Unsatisfactory

13. Which of the following facilities are mostly needed in your district?
( ) Schools () Cultural Area ( ) Health service
( ) Sports field () Market-place ( ) Children playground
( ) park.

14. If you want to move, will you prefer an apartment or a single house? Why?
If your answer is an apartment to live in, How many floors should it have?

15. How would you help to improve your environment?
( ) by working
( ) financially.
( ) none

16. What are the conditions under which you could contribude to the provision
of the need facilities of the upgrading of the existing ones?

( ) if the municipality helps
( ) if the neigbours participate. (co-operative)
( ) Other
( ) Contractor

17. If this project were to build houses to be paid in a long term and with low
instalments, how much would you be able to pay? Monthly?

( ) 0 - 25 million TL () 26 - 50 million TL
( ) 51 - 75 million TL () 76 million TL and over

18. Are you satisfied with this renewal project? What are the things about this
project? '" .

19. What kind of service would you prefer to get in this project?
Low density settlement _
Environmental facilities ----
Transportation _
Construction quality _
Other _

20. If you say that your house will gain in value, in time, what will you do with
it?

Sell and buy another house From where _
Go on sitting _
Other--------


